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APPENDIX D 
See map on page 45 
Status of Engineering Soils Mapping of Indiana Counties, by Joint 
Highway Research Project , Purdue University, as of October 1976. 
Maps show location of land-form, soil types classified according to the ISHC soil 
classification system (modified BPR Soil Classificat ion) . Maps are on a scale of one 
inch = one mile and are primarily for pre liminary highway location studies . 
For copies of maps, write for "Engineering Soils Map of ---- County " (see 
status map for county maps completed). vVrite to : JHRP, School of Civil Eng-ineering , 
Purdue University , West Lafayette, Indiana 47907. 
APPENDIX E 
A Select List of Guide Manual Publications on Flexible Pavement 
Design Procedures using CBR Criteria; publications by: NCSA, 
AASHTO, Al, USCE . 
1. "Design Guide for Low Volume Rural Roads," National Crushed Ston e 
Association , February 1973. 
Write: NCSA, 1415 Elliot Place, N.W ., Washington D.C. 20007 
2. "Thickness Design-Full -Depth Asphalt Pavement Structures for High -
ways and Streets," Asphalt Institute , Manual Series No . 1 (MS -1), Re -
vised Eighth Edition, August 1970. 
Write : Asphalt Institute, Asphalt Institute Bldg. , College Park , Mary -
land 20740 
3. "AASHO Interi111 Guide for Design of Pave1nent Structures 1972," 
American Association of State Highway Officials . 
Write: AASHO, 341 National Press Building, Washington, D.C. 20004 
4. "Revised Method of Thickness Design for Flexible Highway Pa vemen ts 
at Military Installations," Technical Report No . 3-582 , August 1961, U .S. 
Army Engineer \,Vaterways Experiment Station, Corps of Engineers , 
Vicksburg, Mississippi 39180 
vV rite : same address as above 
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FIELD INVESTIGATION A D TESTING OF 
COUNTY ROAD BASES AND SUBGRADES 
I. INTRODUCTION 
County road officials generally recognize that the maintenance of blacktop 
roads is a major item of expense in their annual highway maintenance budge t. 
T his high maintenance cost for blacktop roads comes about for several diffe r-
ent reasons. The main problem is the steadily rising costs-cost of materia ls, 
labor and equipment in recent years . 
Another reason for high maintenance costs is the increase in volume o-f 
both normal traffic and truck traffic on county roads . 
Still another reason for exorbitant maintenance costs is that many black-
top roads were not built by plan and design , but, simply, gravel roads were 
"blacktopped" to satisfy popular demand . Usually little attention was given 
to the quality of subgrade soils or the depth and quality of base to sustain 
traffic . 
As a result , blacktop improvement often had a short life. Maintenanc e, 
and sometimes extensive maintenance, was required much too soon. 
All of this suggests a maxim for county highway departments : 
Pavement maintenance is an expensiv e operation 
• Maintenance done right requires a concentration of manpower, equipment , 
and materials 
• Maintenance done wrong wastes all three 
Pavement design reduces maintenance costs . 
While the above message may not receive universal adoption by county 
road officials as a policy and procedure tenet, it does capsulize something of 
the underlying purpose and objective of this bulletin. 
Evolution of Unpaved County Roads 
The sampling and testing of unpaved county roads should not be viewed 
as a lofty exercise that increases construction costs. In fact it saves. It reduces 
the costs of maintenance at a later date . Perhaps if we would review the 
stage development of our county road system , we could better appr eciate 
the need to examine the various parts or elements that make up a pav ement 
structure, before scarce highway dollars are committed to the road im-
provement. 
Some 50-60 years back, the complaint from the rural areas was to get 
the roads out of the mud . Gradually, little by little, and by painfully stretc h-
ing the scarce road dollars of the era, the mud problem began to diminish . 
Gravel from local deposits and crushed stone from local quarries was hauled 
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and spread on the road, usually for one-lane traffic, to provide a base that 
would support the light traffic and minimize mirings in the subgrade . 
As traffic loads and volume increased so likewise was the need to perform 
surface maintenance on these unpaved roads. The thickness of the wearing 
surface was increased by adding additional gravel or crushed stone to those 
areas that rutted during the sprin g-thaw period . Gravel spreading was 
then usually followed by drag maintenance to smooth the surface . 
In the development of our unpaved road surfaces, the addition of gravel 
and stone to fill up the ruts and to give added strength to the road surface 
has been done largely on an as-needed basis and as visual inspection indi -
cated a need . 
Even today, maintenance programs for unpaved county roads are still 
based largely on visua l inspection of what is needed to accommodate local 
traffic. This is still the most practical and economical method of surface 
maintenance of unpaved roads. 
·while this approach has proven effective as long as the road surface 
remains, it is an unwise approach for a county blacktop paving program . 
It is unwise mainly because of the variations in quality , depth, and width 
of the unpaved surfacing materia ls that will serve as a base for the blackto p 
pavement . It also is unwise because of the variations in the quality of the 
subgrade materials . 
Purpose and Scope 
With the mounting needs for upgrading count y roads, along with de-
clining revenues, there is a cont inuing need to make the most efficient use 
of availab le funds . Therefore, this bulletin focuses on the investigation , 
sampling, and testing of in-place wearing surface materials, in-place base 
mater ials, and in-plac e subgrade materials in advance of paving. This is 
especially important the first time the road is to be blacktopped. However , 
the investigation and testing methods suggested herein are equally applicable 
to existing blacktop pavements needing reconstruction. 
The test methods focus on two quick field tests that have been developed 
through research to measure equivalent CBR values. CBR is a measure of 
the load-carrying capacity of base or subgrade materials . 
The methods and procedures set forth in this bulletin should go far in 
helping county road officials plan for a better, more efficient use of count y 
highway construction funds . 
II. SUMMARY OF FIELD INFORMATION REQUIRED 
In the inte rest of economy, the reconstruction of a county road to a 
higher surface-type should, where practical, make effective use of existing in-
place materials . This is generally an important consideration where an 
asphalt or concrete pavement surface is to be constructed over a previously 
unpaved gravel or crushed stone wearing surface . 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 





St . Joseph Vermillion 
Vanderb urgh Warrick 
25 Counties With Soil Survey Underway with 
Estimated Completion Date 
County Completion County Completion County Completion 
Miami Dec. 1976 LaGrange Dec. 1977 Clay June 1979 
Dearborn* June 1977 LaPorte* Dec. 1977 DeKalb* June 1979 
Marshall' ~ June 1977 Monroe* Dec. 1977 Starke* June 1979 
Ohio June 1977 Steuben Dec. 1977 Decatur* Sept . 1979 
Posey June 1977 Morgan* June 1978 Jefferson* Dec. 1979 
Porter** July 1977 Putnam** June 1978 Kosciusko Dec. 1979 
Clinton* Dec. 1977 White * June 1978 Wabash* Dec. 1979 
Dubois** Dec. 1977 Cass* Dec. 1978 Orange* June 1980 
Knox* Dec. 1978 
* Denotes State Emp loyed Soil Scientist . 
Soil Survey Priority of Needs 
(Ranking of Counties By Total Need Factors*) 
County Factor* County Factor * County Factor* 
Henry 26 Ripley 20 Adams 15 
Jackson 26 'vVashington 20 Benton 15 
Jasper 26 Whitley 20 Jay 15 
Brown 24 Lawrence 19 Martin 15 
Grant 24 Wells 19 Pike 15 
Hunting ton 23 Gibson 18 Rush 15 
Montgomery 22 Greene 18 Blackford 14 
Wayne 22 Franklin 17 Fulton 13 
Warren 17 Switzerland 13 
Tipton 13 
Randolph 12 
* This ranking is based on populatio n, erosion, and sediment hazar d, complexity of 
soil pattern , projects and major activities influencing land use decisions, and qual ity and 
quantity of existing soil survey information as of August 1973. 
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APPENDIX B 
Listing of Standard ASTM and Equivalent AASHTO Tests for 
Sampling and Testing Gravel Road Wearing Surface Materials 
and Subgrade Materials in Order to Obtain Soil 
Classification s and Soil CBR Values. 
Characteristic 
Investig ating and Sampling Soils and Rock for 
Engineering Purposes 
Sieve Analysis 
Amount of Material Finer tha n No . 200 Sieve 
Liquid Limit 
Plastic Limit 
Bear ing Ratio CBR ( 4 days soaked) 
Moisture -Density Relations of Soils 
APPENDIX C 









Status of SCS Soil Survey Mapping of Indiana Counties as of June 1, 
1976. Completion of State-wide Mapping Project Planned for 1984. 
Recent county, agricultural soil maps and reports ( since 1964) contain 
engineeri ng soils data on each agricultural soil series in the county as follows : 
( 1) high ly accurate soil locations, (2) engineering soil classifications (Uni -
fied and AAS HO), ( 3) engineering properties, and ( 4) interpretations of 
engineering properties (uses) . 
County soil survey rep orts issued 1958-1964 did not include engineering 
soils data; such data may be obtained from reports of nearby counties issued 
after 1964 and having the same soil series . 
Coun ty soil survey reports are free to Indian a residents at each count y 
office of USDA -Soil Conservation Service . If unavailable from SCS, contact 
the Agronomy Department, Purdue University, West Lafaye tte , Indian a 
47907 . 
Soil Survey Progress-6/1/76 
29 Counties with Published Soil Surveys 
Allen Delaware Hendr icks Owen Spence r 
Boone Elkhar t Howard Parke Su llivan 
Car roll Fa yette Jennings Perry Tippecanoe 
Clark Floyd Lake Pulaski Union 
Crawford Foun tain Madison Scott Vigo 
Daviess Harris on Newton Shelby 
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The in-place materials, however, are often subject to wide variations in 
both quality and quantity . Therefore, to assure reasonable pavement life, and 
to make effective use of the in-place materials, it is necessary to determine 
the quality and quantity of the in-place base materials-along with the quali ty 
of the underlying subgrade soils . 
Field investigation and testing of in-place base materials and subgrade 
soils should be a standard procedure for all county roads that are to be paved 
the first time . To gamble scarce county road dollars against the unknown is 
risky . 
Factors for quantity of wearing surface ( or base) materials include : 
( 1) thickness (2) uniformity of thickness (3) average th ickness (4) width 
(5) uniformity of width (6) average width and (7) length (project length) . 
Factors for quality of the wearing surface, or base, and subgrade mate -
rials include ( 1) percent of gravel, sand and fines (2) gradation (if pre -
dominantly coarse-grained) ( 3) plasticity of fines and ( 4) CBR ( California 
Beari ng Ratio-a load-capacity -indicator figure ). The first three items can 
be used to determine the soil classification from which considerable informa -
tion can be gained on the soil properties, including an approximate CBR 
value . 
Quantity of Aggregate in Wearing Surface or Base 
The quantity of materia l in the road -wearing surface will ordinarily be 
the volume of material or its depth times width times length . Quantity of 
in-place material by total volume, however, is not very informative . The 
depth or thickness of material is the significant factor . The load-carrying 
capacity of a road is directly related to the thickness of the aggregate over the 
subgrade. As the aggregate thickness increases the load-carrying capacit y 
increases . 
Thus, over the length of a project , numerous thicknes s measurements 
should be made to determine an average thickness . This is primary informa -
tion. Equa lly important are the variations in thickness . There may be some 
specific sections of roadway where the aggregate thickness is considerably 
less than others - and it may be necessary to add aggregate to these locations 
to provide for better uniformity in load-carrying capacity. 
Similarly, enough soundings or borings should also be made to determine 
the average width and variations in the aggregate widt h in the roadway . 
If a bituminous pavement is to be laid, it is desirable to have aggregate 
materials to extend at least one or two feet beyond the pavement edge to 
prevent edge failures . Aggregate width measurements also supp ly shoulder 
and general drainage information . 
The spacing and total number of thickness and width measurements ar e 
determined by: ( 1) relative importance of the project (2) length of the 
pro ject, and (3) uniformity of the findings. Recommended locations and 
spacing of test points along the road will be discussed later . The use of 
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power augers or hand tools is probably the most efficient means of making 
thickness measurements and sampling . 
Quality Factors for Wearing Surface and Sub grade Materials 
The simplest way to determine the general quality of wearing-surfa ce, 
or base materials, and subgrade materials is to identify and classify th e 
materials into one of various soil groups in the Unified Soil Classification 
System (USCS) . Once a soil, including aggregates, has been identified and 
classified according to this classification system, much information on the 
soil's properties, behavior and quality becomes immediately avai lable from 
previous experience and recorded data . 
Another method of gauging the general quality of wearing -surface mate -
terials (but not subgrade materials) , is to determine the composition of the 
in-place materials, namely gradation and plasticity of fines. Then this field 
data shou ld be compared to similar data in specifications for base aggregate 
materials-either gravel or crushed stone . 
Quality Factors to Measure or Test In the Field 
In the evaluation of materials for quality, either by classification or by 
comparing gradation and plastic ity of fines to specification da ta, the thre e 
most impor tant factors are: ( 1) percent grave l, sand and fines (2) gradation 
( if coarse -grained) and ( 3) plasticity of fines. 
A fourth measure of quality of roadway aggregate materials is called the 
CBR ( California Bearing Ratio), which is a measure of load -carrying ca-
pacity . The CBR value ( ranging from Oto 100) reflects ( 1) aggregate com-
position, ( 2) aggregate particles interactions, ( 3) aggregate thickness, ( 4) 
moisture content, and ( 5) the degree of construction and traffic compaction 
( in-place wearing surface materials). The CBR value of subgrade soils 
( usually fine-grained) mainly reflects their composition, moisture content , 
and compaction . 
Therefore, the four most important factors that measure the general 
quality of in-place wearing-surface materials and subgrade materials are : 
1. Percent gravel , sand and fines ; 
2 . Gradation ( if predominantly coarse-grained) ; 
3. Plasticity of fines; and 
4. CBR 
These four items and soil classifications are briefly discussed below and 
in greater detail under the heading of field testing . 
The Unified Soil Classification System 
The Unified Soil Classification System, suggested for Indiana count y 
roads is the simplest system for classifying soils and aggregates and fo r 
making subsequent quality determinations . The system along with detailed 
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LOG FOR SUBGRADE CBR AND MOISTURE CONTENT OF 
SUBGRADE AND SURFACI NG OR BASE AGGREGATE MATERIALS 
AVERAGE CBR' S FOR l FT. OF SUBGRADE* -- 3 te sts 
TEST l TEST 2 TEST 
Blow Scale mm CBR ll l ow Sca l e mm CBR Blow Scale 
No. Read per % 
(mm) blow 






pe r % 
blow 
Start >< >< Dtart >< "'>< Sta rt >< >< 
l I l 
2 2 2 
3 3 3 
4 4 4 
5 5 5 
6 6 6 
7 7 7 
8 8 -~ 
9 9 9 
l 0 l 0 _10 
11 11 11 
12 12 12 
13 13 l 3 
14 14 14 
15 l 5 l 5 
16 16 16 
17 17 l 7 
18 18 l 8 
19 l 9 l 9 
20 20 20 
TOTAL = - TOTAL = - TOTAL =.____ 
1\V g CBR*= --= % ~vg CBR*= -- = % Avg CBR*= --- % 
* * ( 1 )- Total of CBR'S pe r ft Avg CBR of ft of subgrade - No. of blows per ft (last b l ow No.) 
AVERAGE CBR OF X- SEC --- average of three above CBR average s 
Avg CBR per ft - - test No. l 
ditto 2 
di tt o 3 --- (r ecord bottom 
Avg CBR of X- sec =( __ _ Total) -o-3 = I ~4 front page ) 
MOISTURE CONTENTS -- SUBGRADE AND SURFACE OR BASE MATERIALS 





cont a, ner No. 
wet wt. + con ta m er 
ury WL + container 
WI. OT water 
WI. OT conta iner 
Dry wt. of mater , al 
Water content ( %) 
C ( 
Subgrade F= E( 
C ( Base F = E ( 
Surface 











X 100=~ % D=.l:L_ D=.l:L_ 
E- E = 
X 100= % (reco r d bottom front page) 
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percen tage s, gradation, and plasticity of fines, are described in HERPI C 
Bulletin No . 13, Fie ld Id entification of Soils and Agg regates for County 
Highways . The tests procedure s are also summarized in a later section of 
thi s bulletin . 
Use of the Unifi ed Soil Classification Sys tem is also recommended be-
cause its classi fication requirement s for each soil group, namel y the gr avel 
and sand groups, can be used as general specifications for bases and wearing 
surfaces . Therefore , using these soil group classifications as specifications, 
field data on in-place material s can be compared to this specification data 
to evaluate the quality of the in-place materials and to determine any de-
ficiencies or needs . use of the uses soil group classifications as specifications 
for bases and wearing surface are discussed further in a subsequent section 
on specification s. 
CBR D eterminations 
CBR, California Bearing Ra tio, is a measure of load-carr ying capacity. 
CBR test value s are widely used by highwa y and airport authorities as a 
basis for designing th e thickn ess requirement s of flexibl e pavements . The 
state highwa y departments in all 50 stat es recognize the CBR as a standard 
test proc edure , and some 20 state highway departments use the CBR test 
exclusively for their flexible pavement design procedure . A number of select 
publications on the use and application of the CBR test results are discussed 
later . 
By the CBR test, the load-carrying capacit y of various subgrade and 
base-typ e materials are compared with that of a high-qualit y crushed stone 
base material. Qua lity of material is determined by measuring and comparing 
the force required to push a piston (nearly 2 in. in diameter) into the high-
qualit y crushed stone base material with the force required to pu sh the 
piston into th e material under te st. If the force required to push the piston 
0.1 in . into the strong crush ed stone base is 1000 psi ( a standard va lue) and 
if only 100 psi is required to pu sh a similar piston into a sandy clay, the 
CBR of the sandy clay si 10 ( 100 psi is 10 percent of 1000 psi) . CBR 
values of subgrad es and bases genera lly rang e from O to 100. 
The standard ASTM or AASHTO test procedure s for CBR are complex, 
time-consuming , and costly. Samp les must be brought in from the field, 
recompacted to field density, and tested with special equipment under rigorous 
specifications . Thi s bulletin , therefore , recommends the use of two simple, 
portable penetrometers (probes or push -rod s) that have been correlated with 
CBR test values and can thus be used to determine equiva lent CBR values 
for in-place subgrade and base materia ls. See Figures 1 and 2. 
Th e CBR ( or its equivalent ) of roadway aggregate or subgrade materials 
may therefore be determined by either of several test methods , each testing 
at a cert ain level of accurac y. T wo methods alread y mentioned were : ( 1) 
standa rd AS T M or AASHTO tests, which are most accur ate, and (2) heavy-
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SCALE.. ( rn,,ril 
Figure 1. A hand-operated, low-load penetrometer. It can be used to deter-
mine the CBR of clays, silts, fine, and medium sands . The drop hammer 
causes the cone point to penetrate a soil a few millimeters . From the amount 
of each penetration, and a penetration (111,m)-CBR chart, the CBR is deter -
mined . 
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LOG OF FIELD TESTS IN ROADWAY CROSS SECTION 
FOR WEARING SURFACE AND SUBGRADE MATERIALS 
Road Name -- -- ---- -- General Locati on ____________ Date ___ _ 
Sta. No. X- Sec . _____ _ __ ;X-Sec. in ft. cut; _____ ft. fill;Crew ____ _ 
Other 
I. WEARING SURFACE FIELD TESTS 
Wearing Surface 





7½' 5' 2½' 
I Ri~ht 
(t. 2½' 5' 7½' 
Moist. Sample No. and Computations Log Backside 
10' Avg. 
II. CLASSIFICATION OF WEARING SURFACE MATERIAL(Sample II_) 
Material (check) gravel_; crush gravel_; crush stone 
Gravel %; Sand %; Fines % 
PlastiZi:"ty fines(check) pl~ic nonplas 
Gradation (check) well ; poorly ; uniformly 
Avg. top size in-:--and/or avg. predom size . in. 
NOTES 
Classif. (G=gravel, S=sand, M=silt, C=clay, w~well graded, P=poorly graded 
0 - 5% Fines 6 - 12% Fines 
Plastic FineslNonolas Fines 
I circle GW, GP GW-GC, GP - GC IGW-GM, GP - GM 
one SW, SP SW- SC, SP - SC ISW- SM, SP-SM 
III . CLASSIFICATION OF SUBGRADE SOIL (Sample II 
Gravel %; Sand %; Fines %; 
(a) If les~han 50%gravel &/o~and: 
Ribbon Length of fines (check) 
over 8 in. ; under Bin. ;none formed 
Dry Strength --=-- lumps break(check) very ;;;_-sy ; 
easy to difficult ;difficult to impossible . 
Dry Powdering (check)---;;-one ;incomplete ;compl~e 
Classification(circle one): CL CH OH ML MH 01 
(b) If more than 50% gravel &/or sand: 
Plasticity fines (check) plastic_;nonplas _ . 






Avg. t o p size i;:;-:- and/or---;;:-vg. predom-;ize in.~--------,,---------
Classif (G=gra~ S=sand M=silt C=clay W=well graded, P=poorl y graded . ' . ' 0-5% Fines 6-12% Fines 1 ~-~Q')' .. ,noa 
Plastic Fines l Nonolas Fines Plas Nonolas I circle GW, GP GW-GC, GP - GC I GW- GM, GP-GM GC GM 
one SW, SP SW-SC, SP - SC I SW-SM, SP - SM SC SM 
IV. SUMMARY OF WEARING SURFACE AND SUBGRADE DATA 
Soils CBR-Soils CBR - %Moist Avg(in.) 





mate, the ava ilability of funds and financial planning can be brought into 
play . If available funds are insufficient for the total completed project, per-
haps a stage-construction approach can be developed . 
Wearing Surface Test Results 
The CBR test values for the wearing surface material, with the depth 
and width measurements, will immediately indicate how the existing wearing 
surface ( or base) materials can be used effectively in the proposed road design 
improvement. 
Wearing surface ( or base) materials that have a reasonably uni form in-
place CBR value and a reasonably uniform width and depth can usually be 
incorporated directly into the new pavement design. However, under these 
conditions, additional depth and / or width of base mat erial may be necessary 
to upgrade the base to meet the new pavement design . 
By contrast, however , if the wearing surface ( or base) mat erial s are 
highly variable as to depth, width , and quality it may be inadvisable to attempt 
to salvage any benefit from the existing in-place wearing surface materials . 
In that case the average in-place depth would be scarified , pulverized, mixed 
and spread to a uniform width and depth for compaction as subgrade material. 
To the extent possible it is highly desirable to effectively use existing 
in-place wearing surface ( and base) materials. However, the degree to 
which these in-place materials can be salvaged for an economic advantage 
depends mainly on the quantity and quality of the in-place material and also 
on the care with which these materials are to be manipulated during con-
struction. Judgment and experience are needed here to work out a practical 
plan. 
If there is ample quantity of wearing surface (base) materials but of 
variable quality, then give some consideration to upgrading those sections 
having low CBR values, with select aggregates to provide a base having a 
uniform quality . Here again, an additional lift or lift s of base material may 
have to be added to meet the new pavement design. 
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Figure 2. A hydrau lically-operated, high-load penetrometer. It can be used 
to determine the CBR of compacted granular 111aterials. The cone point of 
the jack is driven into a material by pressur e fro111 the hydraulic pump . CBR 
of the material is determined from the pressur e required and a pressure 
( psi)-CBR chart. 
<luty and light-duty penetrometers , which are quite accurate . A third method 
is by soil ( or aggregate) classification and the use of soil-CBR charts . This 
equivalent CBR method is appro x imate . 
In this bulletin, the use of penetrometers are highly recommended as a 
compromise between cost and accuracy. Details on the penetrometers, their 
field use , and equiva lent CBR determinations are presented in Chapter S, 
"Wearing Surface and Subgrade Quality by Pene trometer Te sts." If a 
county can not afford the use of the penetrometers, the method of soil classifi-
cation using a soil-CBR chart is recommended. Ideally, both the penetrometer 
method and chart method should be used and results compared, especially if 
soil classification data is available from other testing . 
11 
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III. SPECIFICATIONS FOR WEARING 
SURFACES AND BASES 
For th e purpose of evaluating material s in existing wearing surfaces or 
base.s, there is a need to know the requirements or specifications of high 
quality wearing surfaces and bases. After determining the quality factors 
of existing materials, i.e., their gradation, plasticity of fines, particle quality 
and CBR, they should be compared to standard specifications to determine 
the over-all quality and to determine what is needed to bring them up to 
the high quality indicated by standard specifications. 
Simple Specifications for Wearing Surfaces and Bases 
The simplest form of specifications for a wearing surface and base would 
!.e a sta tement primarily of gradation requirements as indicated in the tables 
below. ,i\lith gradation ( including percent of fines) and plasticity of fines as 
indicated in the tables, only the requirements for particle quality and CBR 
need to be set forth . Particle quality could be handled with a statement that 
at least 95 percent of the particles should be hard, sound, and not excessively 
elongated, i.e., no more than 5 percent of the particles should be soft or 
deleterious ( foreign materials like shale, coal, shells etc.) . The CBR of a 
properly compacted aggregate base or wearing surface should be around 80 
in a wet saturated condition . 
Road Wearing Surface Material 
(Dense-Graded) 
Crushed Stone or 
Gravel (plus No. 4) 
Sand (No. 4-No. 200) 
Fines (minus No . 200) 
40%-65% (max. size- I in.) 
25 -55 
5 -10 ( slightly plastic) 
Base Aggregate for Flexible Pavement 
(Dense or Open-Graded) 
Crushed Stone or 
Gravel ( plus No. 4) 
Sand (No . 4-No . 200) 
Fines (Minus No. 200) 
40 %-65% (Max . size-I,½ in.) 
35 -60 
0 - 5 ( non plastic) 
Unified Soil Classification System-Gravel and Sand Groups 
Classification Requirements As Specifications 
The Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) applies to the full rang e 
of natural soil textures, from coarse gravelly soils through sands, fine silts, 
and plastic clays. Thus the USCS can be used to classify aggregates for 
wearing surfaces and bases, as well as subgrade soil materials .* 
* For the remainder of thi s section on USCS, the terms "g ravel," "sa nd," etc . 
apply in a manner similar to crushed slone materia ls ha ving corr esponding size limits . 
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Number Per Number 
Code Tests X-Section Per Mile 
ED Base depth 9 90 
BP Base pcnetrometer 4 40 
BC Base classification 1 10 
BMC Base 111,oist. content 1 10 
SP Subgd. penetrom eter 3 30 
SC Subgd . classification 1 10 
SMC Subgd . moist. content 1 10 
Figure 13. Recommended sainpling and testing in cross-section of roadway. 
This diagram shows the type of field tests and their suggested location in 
each roadway cross section investigated. The larger grouping of tests should 
be alternated from 5 ft . left of centerline to 5 ft . right of centerline, etc., 
along the roadway . 
Aside from the ultimate design use of the field test results, there are a 
number of other related items of information that county road officials need 
to know in planning road improvement projects . With the completion of 
the field tests, the results should next be plotted or recorded in linear graph 
form, showing the significant variations of the test results throughout the 
mile or length of the road project investigated . Such a record of test results 
will quickly reveal some important items to be considered in planning th e road 
improvement. 
Subgrade Soil Test Results 
When used with design criteria, the CBR values and their va riation 
throughout the length of the project will indicate the total depth of pavement 
required . For example, using the NCSA design criteria, a light traffic road 
( no trucks) would require total pavement thicknesses from 5 in . ( subgrade 
CBR =IS+) to 11 in. (subgrade CBR less than six). Therefore, with the 
subgrade CBR values in hand for the length of the project, an estimate of 
pavement thickness and costs can be made . With an approximat e cost esti-
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tests will depend upon the length and importanc e of the proj ect and th e uni-
formi ty of the findings. 
F igure 13 also provides a recommend ed plan of sampling and testing in 
the cross-section of a roadway . For each cross -section , nine measurements 
of the wearing surface depth are suggested , or 90 per mile. The number of 
depth measurements per cross -section and their distanc e from the center-line 
of roadway may have to be adjusted to the exis ting width of the weari ng 
surface material. In any event , depth measurements should be made at the 
edge of the nominal width of the wea ring surface material. Four high-load 
penetrometer tests (CBR data) per cross-section are suggested-a total of 
40 per mile . Three low-load penetrom eter tests ( CBR data) on th e subgrade 
are suggested-30 per mile . Other tests to be taken at the rat e of one per 
cross -section, ( ten per mile), includ e wearing surfac e classification tests, 
wearing surface moisture content sample, subgr ade classification test , and 
subgrade moisture content sample . 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
0 
co c.o <:t N 0 co c.o 
<t I'- 0 r<> c.o co 
0 <:t N N + + + + + + 0 c.o 0\ + + + + + r<> O') <t 0\ <t 0 
0 N I'- ~ t:!2 N N r<> r<> <t L() 
~ 528 1 f-
Figure 12. Recommended cross-section investigations along the length of 
roadway. This diagram, shows a mi le of roadway divided into ten 528-ft. 
secti ons. The station num bers at the center of each 528-ft . section are in-
dicated. Cross-section inves tigations 111,ay also be spaced at 500-ft . interva ls 
if 111,ore convenient . 
Use and Application of Field Test Results 
The ultimate use of the recommended field tests is for the design of road 
project improv 'ement s that provide better, safe r roads to serve the local com-
munities traffic needs. To accomplish this end, the county road official should 
refer to Ap pendix E which list s four outstanding and authoritati ve guide 
manuals on flexible pavemen t design using CBR cri teri a. The first two 
manuals listed , published by the National Crus hed Stone Assoc iation and th e 
Asp halt In stitut e, respectively , are especially suited to the needs of county 
road officials. However, all four manual pub lications outlin e methods and 
procedures to determine the thicknes s of pavement and base required for 
subgrade soils ranging from excellent to poor as measured by CBR values. 
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Table 1 shows the soil group classification requirements (percent gravel, 
sand, and fines; gradation and plasticity) for each one of the gravel groups . 
Table 1, in the two right -hand columns, also shows a rating system for each 
of the gravel groups, when the materials are used for wearing surfaces ( roads 
with less than 100 vpd) or for bases ( for high traffic roads) . 
When Table 1 is used, reading from right to left , it supplies general 
specifications for both wearing surfaces and bases. For example, inspection 
of the right-hand column shows an E, for excellent, for a wearing surface. 
Reading on the E line to the left one finds that specifications for an excellent 
gravel wearing surface are as follows : fines should be plastic ; gradation-
well-graded; percent of fines--6 -12 percent; percent of sand- less than half 
the coarse grains ; and percent of gravel-over half of the coarse grains ( for 
a well-graded gravel the ratio of gravel to sand is about 2: 1). 
ISHC Standard Specifications, 1974 
ISHC specifications for bases and gravel wearing surfaces are in sections 
303, of this publication "Compacted Aggregate, Base, Surface or Shoulders" 
and 903, "Aggregates ." The specifications cover both construction details 
and materials requirements. Section 903.02, "Coarse Aggregate" and 903.02 
( e), "Size of Coarse Aggregates" has gradation and plasticity information. 
If one wishes to compare the gradation and plasticity of in-place materials 
with that of base materials for flexible pavements, one should refer to the 
gradation and plasticity requirements for either dense-graded bases, using 
No. 53B or No. 73B aggregate sizes, or open -graded aggregate sizes No. 4 
or No. 5. The sieve sizes and limits of percentages passing as well as the 
plasticity of fines are shown in Appendix A. 
IV. WEARING SURFACE AND SUBGRADE QUALITY 
BY SOIL CLASSIFICATION 
One may determine the quality of wearing surface materials and subgrade 
materials by sampling and testing for ( 1) percent of gravel, sand, and fines, 
(2) gradation, and ( 3) plasticity of fines. From these three items, one can 
determine a soil classification which in turn can be used to determine an 
approximate CBR. value. The soil classification techniques are described m 
HERPIC Bulletin 13 and are only summarized here. 
Gradation and Percentages of Gravel, Sand and Fines 
Gradation and the determination of percentages of gravel, sand, and fines 
is almost the same. However, gradation refers to a more detailed definition 
of particle size ranges . In the Un ified Soil Classification System, the first 
step in soil identification and classification is the determination of percentages 
of gravel, sand , and fines. If a soil is predominantl y coarse-grained ( over 50 
percent gravel and sand combined ), the next step in identification is deter -
mining gradation, or the range of sizes of the gravel and sand particle s. In 
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Figure 11. So il sampling and drilling tools for power augers . For taking 
shallow bites, and retaining a; sample on the auger, single flight bits (A ) , ( E) 
and the lower half of (I) could be used. For fast drilling, bits (B J (CJ and 
(G) could be used, but materials will be mi xe d and layer thickn esses will 
have to be measured in the side-wall of the augered hole. 
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2. Same as ( 1) but also with an air compressor, jack hammer, and small 
spade attachment for thick, tough wearing surfaces. 
3. Use of power augers, for digging post holes , would undoubtedly be the 
most efficient means of quickly cutting a large number of holes. Shallow 
holes can be cut quickly . These small portable augers are owned by many 
county highway departments . Some of the augers attach to th<'.: back of 
tractors or trucks and operate from a power takeoff . 
An auger bit should be sized to cut a hole large enough to permit 
easy examination of the wall of the hole or excavation. Measure the 
depth of the wearing surface and any layering in the wearing surface and 
note the top foot of the subgrade . 
Various types of auger cutting bits are shown in Figure 11. Capa-
bilities of the various bits are provided in the figure caption. If an auger 
is used to open a hole to subgrade for subgrade testing, the bit should 
be at least 1 ft. in diameter. 
4. Use of small trenching machines or backhoes. The small backhoes could 
be fitted with a small custom-made digging shovel. The trenching machine 
might be used to make a small trench across the entire road width . A 
precise picture could then be obtained of base depth, width and feathering 
at the edges. 
Location and Spacing of Tests Along Roadway 
The wearing surface and subgrade materials in most unpaved county 
roads are subject to variations, ( 1) in the depth and quality of base and 
(2) in the quality and character of the native subgrade soils . Therefore, a 
sufficient number of field samples and tests must be made to develop a picture 
of the range of variations that exist in a given section of roadway . In this 
way, the road design may be increased to compensate for low-quality in-place 
materials or reduced to take advantage ( reduced cost) of the high-quality, 
in-place materials . 
The complete cross-section of the roadway must be sampled and tested 
at periodic intervals along the length of the road project. Figures 12 and 13 
suggest a spacing of test sites longitudinally and laterally along a mile of 
roadway. The number of tests suggested may be adjusted to the length and 
importance of the project. Basically, about 10 cross-sections per mile should 
be sampled and tested . This frequency will set the interval spacing or the 
cross-sections at 528 feet, or a spacing of 500 feet may be used if more 
convenient. 
If several miles of roadway are to be studied, the county engineer or 
supervisor may find it more efficient to increase the spacing of the cross -
sections sampled and tested to, let us say, 1000 feet. He may also wish to 
reduce the number of tests per cross-section . The spacings and number of 
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HERPIC Bulletin 13, visual and simple field te sts are used to make the two 
determination s, (a) gradation and (b) percentage s of gravel, sand , and fines. 
These field test s are summarized in the sections that follow . 
Visual Determinations 
Particle percentages and gradation can be done fairly accurately by visual 
examination when a representative sample is spread on a flat surface . 
Simply note the percent of particle sizes : gravel, 3 in. to ¼ in. ; sand 
¼ in. to 3/ 1000 in.; silt and clay, smaller than 3/ 1000 in. (silt and clay 
particles fit into the finger print s-fine sand does not). Fine sand feels sharp 
and gritty. Silts and clays feel soft and smooth like flour. For gradation, 
note range of various sizes of the gravel and sand particles and the percent 
of fines. (HERPIC Bulletin 13, p. 17.) 
Simple Sieves and Visual Inspect ion 
These visual determination s might be enhanced by using two homemade 
sieves, one made from ¼ in. hardware cloth to retain gravel and one made 
from window screen mesh ( about 32 wires per inch), to catch coarse and 
medium sand . Estimate the percentages of fine sand and fines passing the 
window screen visually and by feel. Gradation determination of the screened 
particles would be visual. (HERPIC Bulletin 13, p. 34.) 
Water Sedinienta.tion Test of Sand and Fines 
For this test separate the gravel out of a representative sample by a ¼ in. 
scn~en or by hand (percentage estimated) . Then place a large handful of 
the remaining sand and fines in a straight-sided jar ( about one quart size) 
and shake vigorously. When the sand settles, with the fines on top , measure 
the height of each with an engineer's scale and compute the relative per-
centage of each. (HERPIC Bulletin 13, p. 35.) 
Standard Gradation T ests 
The standard ASTM and AASHTO laboratory test for gradation, called 
sieve analysis , is listed in Appendix B. 
Precise gradation is determined by separating a representative sample of 
the aggregate into various size groups or fraction s. This is clone by shaking 
it through a series of sieves, the sieves with the largest openings, at the top. 
Usually most of the material passes through but some is retained on the top 
sieve. So, with each sieve, some material passes and some is retained . The 
last container in the nest of sieves , a pan, catches both the silt and clay size 
particles-if there are any. 
Before sieving, the total weight of the entire sample is obtained (dried) . 
Then the material retained on each sieve, and in the pan, is weighed sepa-
rately . Using these weights , the percentages of the total weight can be deter-
mined for material retained in each sieve. For example , if 100 lb. of dry 
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aggregate is shaken through the nest of sieves and 8 lb. is retained on the 
top sieve the percentag e retained is 8 percent . Obviously, 92 percent went 
through or passed the top sieve, and so on for each sieve. However, instead 
of using the percent retained , engineers generally work with and speak of 
"percent passing, " or "percent finer, " than each of th e sieve sizes. 
Gradation Curves 
The best way to see and understand the result s of a sieve analysis is to 
plot the data on graph paper as shown in Fig. 3. The percent passing is 
plotted on the vertical arithmetic scale, and corresponding sieve size, or 
particle size, is plotted on a horizontal logarithmic scale. 
A glance at such a particle-size-distribution curve quickly shows the 
general grading characteristics of an aggregate material. A well-graded ag-
gregate, with several sizes ranging continuously from coarse to fine, is repre · 
sented by a relatively smooth curve that extends across the logarithmic scale 
for several cycles. If all the particles of an aggregate are approximately the 
same size, the material is poorly ( or uniformly) graded and is represented 
by a nearly vertical line on the grading plot. A gap-graded gravel may lie 
partly between the two lines and have a "bump" in it as shown in Fig . 3. 
The specifications of the Unified system and the ISHC, have slightly 
different sieve sizes listed for the sieve analysis . When comparing the com-
position of in-place materials with a specific set of specifications, the sieves 
listed for those specifications should be used in the sieve analysis. 
CommerC'ial Testing Services 
Where testing equipment and trained personnel are not available, county 
highway departments should consider using the services of commercial soil 
testing organizations, especially tests for gradation analyses ( also called 
mechanical analyses or a sieve analyses). Several tests might possibly be 
satisfactory for the whole project especially when materials appear (by visual 
inspection) to be quite uniform throughout . 
Plasticity of Fines 
As previously mentioned , fines are silt and clay particles . They pass a 
No. 200 sieve (200 wires per inch) . However, to determine the plasticity 
of fines in an aggregate, all the material passing a No. 40 sieve ( 40 wires per 
inch) is tested, including not only silt and clay but also fine sand . 
Plasticity tests include wet ribbons , dry strength, and thread-roll tests . 
Specifications for base materials require nonplastic fines ( for filler) ; 
whereas wearing surface materials require low-plastic fines ( for binder and 
filler ). (HERPI C Bulletin 13, p. 37.) 
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and spacing of various sampling and t~sting sites in the roadway cross section 
and along the project length . 
The first part of this chapter provides information on how to determine 
the thickness and width of wearing surface materials with either power tools 
or hand tools . The second part of this chapter recommends a schedule for 
sampling and testing wearing surface materials and subgrade materials for 
quality, mainly gradation, plasticity of fines and equivalent CBR determina -
tions by penetrometer tests . 
Wearing Surface Thickness and Width Measurements 
Measuring the thickness or depth of in-place wearing surface or base mate -
rials requires the cutting or digging of small holes in the cross-section of 
the roadway . About 90 of these excavation-probings per mile are suggested . 
Because of the relatively high number of small excavations, the fastest and 
most efficient tools and techniques should be used to do the job . 
·when obtaining a depth measurement of the surfacing material, the in-
spector should be aware of possible material changes or a layering of different 
materials . This layering could be due to subgrade intrusion or to the appli-
cation of two or more different types of wearing surface materials . The 
thickness and classification of each layer should be recorded . Changes in 
subgrade materials should also be noted and recorded . Use the "Notes" 
section of the log to record additional information. 
One excavation in each roadway cross-section investigated will also be 
used for taking classification samples and moisture content samples of both 
the wearing surface and subgrade . This same excavation can also be used 
for making cone penetrometer tests into the subgrade . Carefully open a hole 
to the subgrade ( without disturbing the subgrade) at least 1 ft. in diameter . 
Depending on the equipment, manpower, time, and money available , the 
county supervisor or engineer should select one of the suggested excavation 
techniques listed below. There are hand -tool techniqu es, power -tool 
techniques and combinations of these. Perhaps a preliminary surve y by the 
engineer or supervisor, using one or two laborers with picks and shovels , 
to determine the approximate thickness and toughness of the materials would 
be advisable . Most likely, power augers would be the most efficient equip -
ment for the overall investigation . 
Tools, Equip m ent and Technique s 
Here is a listing of several various combinations of tools and equipment 
that could be used to determine wearing surface depths and obtain samples 
for classification tests . 
1. Two-man crew with pick, mattock, spud, and flat spad e. Possibly the 
wheels of an accompanying truck could be used for recompacting back-
filled holes. 
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point are carefully moved to and fro to rele ase th e cone from the base or 
wearing surface befor e being withdr awn. 
8. The CBR of the grave l wear ing surface ( or base) , for the pro jec t 
length, is the 75th perce ntile of all the indiv idual high-lo ad penetrometer CBR 
readings. The 75th percentile is obtained by writing down all the CBR 
values , not the ave raged values, in orde r of magnitude , with th e largest 
number at the top of the list and the smallest at the bottom of the list. The 
75th percentil e is then the CBR reading located three -quart ers (75 percent) 
of the way down the list from the top . For ex ample, if the re are 40 CBR 
readings, the 75th percentile is the 30th CBR value in the list from the top 
- tenth from the bottom . 
Moisture Content Samples and Determi nations 
Penetrometer tests to determine an equ ivalent CBR of the wearing sur-
face and subgrade should be done in wet seasons . Ideally , they would be 
best early in the spring just a ft er complete ground thawing and pref erably 
after several heavy rains. To verify the wet condition , it is advisab le to take 
mois tu re content samples at the time of making penetrometer test s. How -
ever moisture content samples are not absolutely necessary . 
For a grave lly or sandy wea rin g surface, with top size material 1_¼ in . 
or less, quickly fill a quart can with material as soon as it is excavated from 
a test hole . Q uickl y app ly the lid and seal it air tight with either melted 
paraffin or cellophane tape , whichever is feasibl e. Do the same for fine-grained 
subgrade soils, though only a half pint is needed . If the subgrade is coarse-
grain ed use a quart -can sample . 
Carefu lly label containers with the stat ion numb er, location left or right 
of center line, sample number and approxi mate soil tex ture class ification . 
Also place conta iner sample numbers on the cross-section log form . 
Weigh samp le containers with the paraffin or cellophane tape seal removed 
but with lid sti ll on . Afte r weighin g and recording this weight on the log 
form (page 40), heat the samp le in a wa rm oven over night and compute 
the percent moisture content as indicated on the log form, page 40. 
VI. FIELD SAMPLING, TESTING , AND APPLICATION 
OF RESULTS 
This chapter prov ides info rmation on the field sampling and testing of 
( a) in-place wearing surfa ce materials to determin e their quantity and quality 
and of (b) subgrade mat er ials to determine their qualit y only. 
It provides information on samp ling and testin g equipment, its ope ratio n, 
and information to be obtained and logged in the field. A suggested field log 
form is prov ided, as well as a sketch show ing a suggested plan for locat ion 
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CURVE 2= Sandy grave l; nonplastic; no fi nes . Curve is about the steepest one that will meet the 
criter ia for GW grou p. 
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GRAIN SIZE IN MILLIMETERS 
COBBLES 
GRAVEL SAND 
Coarse Fine oarse Medium Fine 
SILT OR CL AY 
CURVE I= Uniform coarse gravel ; nonplostic. Ver y uniform gradat ion. 
CURVE 2 Gravel-sand mixt ure; nonplasl ic . Grave l is almost all of one size (3/4 -to I inch), no 
fi ne gr ave l present . Poor ly graded . 
CURVE3 = Sandy grave l ; nonp loslic . Al l sizes or e present , but gradation doe s not meet 
curvatu re cr i terion for GW. 
Figur e 3. Grain-size-distribution curv es for w ell-graded (GW) and poorly 
graded gravels (GP). 
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Ribbon Formation Test 
A thoroughly moistened, worked and reworked wad of soil is shaped 
into a roll about the size of a pack of quarters. It is then forced and extruded 
between the thumb and the index finger into a ribbon shape about .½-in . wide 
and ,½-in. thick. If no ribbon can be formed, the soil is nonplastic . Short 
ribbons indicate low and medium plastic soils (hanging vertically the ribbon 
breaks when less than 8 in. long). A ribbon over 8 in. long, hanging verti-
cally and supporting its own weight, indicates a highly plastic soil. (HERPIC 
Bulletin No. 13, p. 15) . 
Dry Strength Test 
A thoroughly dry lump of soil that breaks very easily in the fingers into 
essentia lly all individual grains is nonplastic. Dry lumps that break easily 
or with some slight difficulty into some individual particles and smaller lumps 
are low and medium plastic soils. Dry highly plastic soils are usually impos -
sible, or nearly so, to even break into two pieces . (HERPIC Bulletin No. 13, 
p. 16). 
Thread-Roll Test 
Using a piece of ordinary window screen ( instead of a No. 40 sieve), 
the tester thoroughly moistens separated fines in a container and forms them 
into a roll about the size of a pack of <limes. This roll is then rolled on a 
smooth, glass surface with the flat of the hand to further reduce its diameter. 
A roll breaking up before it reaches a ¼ -in. diameter probably has a plasticity 
low enough for a base material. A roll reducing to between ¼-in . and ,½-in. 
indicates a plasticity of fines suitable for a gravel wearing surface. A roll 
reducing to ,½-in. or less indicates a plasticity too high for either a base or 
wearing surface. (HERPIC Bulletin 13, p. 37) . 
Classification of Soils and Aggregates from Test Data 
With: (1) percent grave l, sand and fines (2) gradation (if a coarse 
grained soil) and ( 3) plasticity of fines, a soil can be easily classified by 
applying the information to a flow chart. ("Soil Identification Procedure," 
HERPIC Bulletin 13, p. 32) . 
With the soil materials classified, the "Soil Use Chart," HERPIC Bulle-
tin 13, p. 45, and the soil-CBR-correlation chart in this bulletin, Figure 4, 
provide considerable additional information , primarily on the quality of the 
soil as a base or wearing surface material and its approximate CBR value. 
Summary of USCS Soil Classifications Procedure 
The following is a summary of the use of the Soil Identification Proce -
due flow chart shown in HERPIC Bulletin 13, p. 32. 
Note that the first step is to determine if the composition of the soil 




but the calibration curve is based on the initial stabilization which occurs in 
about 30 seconds-when visible motion has ceased . When the cone point 
encounters a large stone, a sudden increase in pressure will be evident and 
the cone point will stop penetrating the gravel surface. This reading is dis-
regarded and the test is rerun a few feet away. The number of individual tests 
increases the accuracy of any evaluation . 
Since the reference point of the cone must be 4 in. below the surface for 
a reading, the gravel surfacing must be at least 6 in. thick before the CBR 
determined can be considered the CBR of the gravel surfacing . When less 
than 6 in., the subgracle soil is influencing the CBR reading taken on the 
gravel surface . 
5. The location of the test and the gauge pressure (psi) should be re -
corded in the appropriate space ( upper box) of the log shown on page 39. 
6. The CBR is determined from the curve shown in Figure 10. Read 
the CBR for the determined psi gauge reading. The CBR values for each 
of four tests suggested in the cross-section and the average of the four 
should be recorded in the appropriate spaces at the top and bottom of the 
log form, page 39. 
7. When the test is completed, the valve on the pump ( see Figure 2) is 
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Figure 10. A pressure ( psi)-CBR chart . Enter a penetrometer pressure 
reading on the horizontal scale, read upward to the diagonal curve and left, 
horizontally, to the vertical scale, and detennine the CBR for the field psi 
reading . (Calibration was done by niaking penetrometer tests in various soils 




one second down) to apply hydraulic pressure and start movement of the 
cone point into the gravel surface. 
4. As the cone penetrates, gravel road surface material will push up 
aro und the cone as shown in Figure 9. Using a rule, carefully determine 
when the reference -point on the cone is 4 in. below the original surface ( top 
of cone will be 2 in. below original surface-Figure 9). At this 4-in . depth, 
"boiling up" of the gravel will stop and a gauge reading on the pump will 
indicate an equivalent CBR of the surface material, provided the surface 
material is homogeneous to a depth beyond the cone point . The pressure 
gauge is read when the cone point has stopped moving ( without additional 
pumping) and a condition of equilibrium is reached between the hydraulic 
pressure and the surfacing material pressure . If the load is applied for a 
prolonged length of time , the pressure will be slowly relieved by the gravel, 
LOCAL SURFACE EFFECT 
(EXAGERATED FOR CLARITY) 





Figure 9. This sketch shows results of the high-load cone being forced into 
a compacted gravel. Note the bulging up of material around the area of 
penetration . The cone reference point shown must penetrate 4 in. before a 
pressure gauge reading is taken. A custom -mad e feel er gauge can be made to 
measure 2 in. from the original ground surface to the top of the cone ( refer -
ence point at 4 in.) . 
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If over 50 percent fine grains ( silt and clay), determine if the fine grains 
are plastic or nonplastic . If plastic, the soil is basically a clay; if nonplastic, 
it is basically a silt. Note that there are three types of plastic clay : low plastic 
clay (CL), high plastic clay (CH) and organic clay ( OH) (low or high 
plastic and with black organic materi al) . There are also three type s of non-
plastic soils: silt (ML), micaeous silt ( MH) ( with numerous mica flakes), 
and organic silt ( OL) ( with black organic materials) . The greater majority 
of Indiana's surface soils are low plastic clays, also called silty clays . 
If the sam.ple is over 50 perc ent coarse grains ( gravel and sand), determine 
if the coarse grains are mostly (over half) gravel or mostly sand . If mostly 
gravel, the material is basically a gravel; if mostly sand, it is basically a sand . 
If either the basic gravel, or basic sand, has less than five percent fines and 
is well-graded, the material is a well-graded gravel ( GW) or well-graded 
sand (SW). If poorly graded, it is poorly-graded gravel (GP) or poorly-
grade d sand (SP) . For basic gravels or basic sands with over 12 per -
cent fines, the plasticity of the fines (plastic or nonplastic) is the major 
quality factor, with gradation having little or no influence on quality. If the 
fines ( over 12 percent) are plastic, the basic gravel is a clayey gravel ( GC) 
and the basic sand, a clayey sand (SC). If the fines ( over 12 percent) are 
nonplastic, the material is a silty gravel (GM) or silty sand (SM). 
For basic gravel or sand, with fines between 6 and 12 percent, both the 
gradation and the plasticity of the fines must be considered . (In this case, 
fines are all mater ials passing a No. 40 sieve, including silt and clay as well 
as fine sand) . The fines must be analyzed and given one of the fine-grained 
symbols and th is symbol added to one of gravel or sand symbols, such as 
GW-GC or SP-SM etc. 
Use of Soil-CBR Chart 
Soil classification and the use of a soil-CBR chart is the least accurate 
of the equivalent CBR determination methods. However, once a soil is 
classified, its approximate CBR can be determined from a chart which corre -
lates the range of CBR values with each of the various soil classification 
groups of the Unified Soil Classification System ( see Fig. 4) . 
Accuracy of the equivalent CBR by this method will depend to some 
extent on the accuracy of soil classification . Levels of accuracy for soil 
classification, ranging from high to low, are as follows: ( 1) standard ASTM 
or AASHTO classification tests (see Appendix B), (2) visual inspection 
and simple field tests, and ( 3) use of agricultural or engineering soil maps . 
Soil Classification from Agricultural and Engineering Soil Maps 
A new series of agricultural soil maps, started in 1965 by the Soil Con-
serva tion Service, USDA, in cooperatoin with Purdue University Agricul-
tural Experiment Station , are being compiled and published for each Indiana 
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CALIFORNIA BEARING RATIO (CBR) 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION 
GENERAL SOIL RATING AS SUBGRADE, SUBBASE OR BASE 
SUBGRADE POOR MEDIUM GOOD EXCELLENT 
SUBBASE UNACCEPTABLE ACC. GOOD EXCELLENT 
BASE ACC. 
Figure 4. A soil-CBR chart as 1nodified from a chart in the Asphalt Insti-
tute Manual S eries (MS-1), "T hickn ess Design-Asphalt Pavement Struc-
tures for Highways and Streets"; d= dra:ined; it=itndrained . 
county. The prope r name of each county publicat ion is "S oil Survey of X 
County ." The status of county mapping is shown in Appendix C. 
The agricultura l soil maps show accurate locations of soils with specific 
pedological soil names . For each pedological soil name there is also a corre-
sponding soil classification by both the USCS and AASHTO systems for each 
of the A, B, and C soil horizons . Cons iderab le addi tiona l engineer ing soils 
data is in each of the county soil survey publications . 
In addi tion, the Joint H ighway Research Project (JHRP) is in the process 
of compiling engineering soil maps of each county, using air photo interpre-
tation methods. These maps are compi led to a scale of one inch equals one mile, 
have gene ral soils information and are used primari ly for preliminary high -
way location stud ies as re lated to subgrade soils. The status of JHRP engi -
neering soils mapping in Indiana is shown in Appendix D. 
Quality of Wearing Surface Materials 
The following is typical field information, soil classification , and quality 
evaluation that will be freq uently encountered in studying Indiana gravel road 
wea ring surfaces : 
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Figure 8. This photo shows a custom, niade adapter for using the hydraulic 
jacl? under a large dump truck. The clamps, on each end of the I -beam, lock 
onto the truck's chann el-body-frame. The vertical e.vtension piece, on the 
adapter, can slide left or right on the lower flange of the I-beam . The vertical 
ex tension has a small skielcl piece to pre1.1ent slippage at its contact with the 
jack . 
The maximum load required for the cone point to penetrate a CBR 100 
surface is about 10,000 pounds . Therefore, a total vehicle weight of over 
25,000 pound s must be used on this material. 
Equipment Operation and Equivalent CBR Determination s 
1. Select the site point to be tested and move the loaded dump truck, 
with the jack adapter directly over the point of test . The truck should be 
as level as possible. ( Four tests are suggested for each roadway cross-section 
-;-s ee Figure 13.) 
2, Place the jack (pe netrometer) as ver tically as possible under the 
adapter - Figur e 8. 
3. Work the pump handl e at a moderate rate ( about one second up and 
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Figur e 7. Top - checking the CBR of an e.,.r:isting base. Botto111.-the CBR 
of a grave l road wearing surface is determined before paving. Also note th e 
heavy reactive forces required for the hydraulic jack, a loaded dump truck 
(top ) and a scraper (bottom,) . The high body frame of the truck also requires 





Grave l = 55% 
Sand = 25 





Info Applied to 
Soil Ident. Chart 
Over 50% coarse gra ins 
and over half is grave l ; 
Over 12% fines 
(W hen over 12% fines 
gradation is not 
considered) 
Low plastic ( versus 





Gra vel ) 
After determining that thi s particular sample of gravel wearing -surface 
material is class ified as clayey gravel ( GC), obtain the following information 
from the Soil Use Char t, HERPIC Bulletin 13, p. 45: Pe rmeabilit y-Imper -
vious ; Load Carryin g Ability- Good to Fair ; F rost Suscep tibilit y-S light to 
M ediuni; Base Cour se-Good to Poor; Wear ing Course-Exce llent to Good 
( as the sample fines are 25 percent, and well over the 12 percent br eak point , 
all the lower qualit ative condit ions, in italics, should be antic ipated) . Using 
the Soil-CBR Chart , Figur e 4, note that the average CBR value of GC 
materi al is 30- range 20-40. 
Quality of Subgrade Material 
The following is an example of the classification and quality evaluation 
of a t ypical Ind iana subgrade soil : 
Field Info Info Applied to Soil Classed 
Logged Soil Ident . Chart byUSCS 
Particle% 
Gravel= 10% Combined coarse grains 
Sand = 25 less than 50% ; 
Fine s = 65 Fine grai ns over 50% 
Gradation 
None for fine (CL) 




Low plastic Low plast ic 
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The properties of a silty clay (CL), according to the Soil Use Chart, are: 
Permeability-Impervious; Load Carrying Ability-Fair; Frost Suscepti-
bility-Medium to High; as Base Course and \,V earing Course it is not rated 
as it is not usable for even a minimal traffic county road . The average CBR 
value of a silty clay (CL) according to the Soil-CBR Chart is 9-range 4-15. 
V. WEARING SURFACE AND SUBGRADE QUALITY BY 
PENETROMETER TESTS 
Penetrometer tests provide another and more accurate method of deter -
mining an equivalent CBR value for wearing surface and subgracle materials. 
By driving specially designed cone penetrometers into in-place materials and 
measuring the drive force required (high-load penetrometer) or the distance 
penetrated (low-load penetrometer), an equivalent CBR of the in-place, un-
disturbed materials can be obtained. 
Figures 1 and 2 show pictures of the two penetrometers . The Boeing 
Corporation developed the hydraulic equipment to measure an equivalent 
CBR of granular bases for airport pavements. The official name is the 
Boeing High-Load Penetrometer-hereafter called simply, high-loa d pene-
trometer.* The smaller, hand-operated penetrometer was developed in South 
Africa based upon concepts first developed in Australia. It is known as the 
Dynamic Cone Penetrometer , hereafter referred to as the low-load pene -
trometer.t 
The heavy-duty, high-load penetrometer is hyclmulically operated and 
jacked against the frame of a large clump truck, loaded with sand or gravel 
for ballast . This sturdy penetrometer can penetrate compacted dense gravel, 
crushed stone, and/or sand and obtain equivalent CBR readings in the range 
of about 50 to 100. The lighter, low-load penetrometer, driven by a small, 
sliding, hand-operated drop-hammer, is used for fine-grained soils and fine 
and medium sands, usually subgracle materials . It can obtain equivalent CBR 
readings in the range of zero to about 50. 
Low-load and high-load penetrometers have various advantages and dis-
advantages. Advantages are: ( 1) they are accurate; (2) they are light and 
easily portable ; ( 3) they can be used and operated by unskilled personnel ; 
( 4) their operation is fast and simple; and ( 5) they are relatively inexpen-
sive, especially the smaller penetrometer. 
Their disadvantages or limitations are as follows : They should only be 
used in the field when the roadway materials are in their wettest and weakest 
* This penetrometer manufactured by: J. D. Ott Co., 115 S. Lucile St., Seattle, 
Washington, 98108. Phone (206) 762-7722. Price: $1067 F .O.B . Seattle (two @ $943 
each) as of November 1976. Price good for 60 days, delivery in 90 days. 
t This small penetrometer can be manufactured in a local machine shop, using the 
dimensions shown in Figure 6. There is no patent on the equipment. 
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7. Compute the average CBR value for the 1 ft . of subgracle soil imme-
diately below the gravel wearing surface as follows: total all the CBR 
values obtained for the 1 ft. of subgrade ( right hand column of the 
log) and divide this total by the number of CBR readings obta ined 
or used . 
8. Repeat all steps, 1 through 7, two more times and obtain a total of 
three average CBR values for the top foot of subgrade over an area 
about 1 ft. in diameter. The average CBR of the soil, in this particu-
lar roadway cross-section , is found by adding the three CBR tests 
values and dividing by three. Computation space is provided on the log. 
9. The subgrade CBR value for the project length is found as follows : 
take all the average CBR values in each cross-section in the project 
length and write them down in order of magnitude, highest value at 
the top of the list to the lowest at the bottom. It is recommended that 
the CBR value at the 75th percentile be used for the pavement design 
CBR. The 75th percentile of the CBR listings is the one three-quarters 
(75 percent) of the way clown the listing from the top of the list or 
one-quarter of the listings up from the bottom. 
Equivalent CBR of Wearing Surfaces By High-Load Penetrometer 
Figure 7 shows a high-load penetrometer in use. I t is a relatively light 
and portable cone penetrometer used for the rapid determination of equiva-
lent CBR values of in-place gravels and sands. It is also relatively accurate, 
can be used by unskilled personnel, and can measure equivalent CBR values 
up to 100 percent . 
Description of Equipment 
Figure 2 shows a picture of the penetrometer with names of various com-
ponents. 
The primary parts are the hydraulic pump and jack. The ramrod part of 
the jack has a blunt, 2-in. diameter, hard steel, cone point-the cone pene-
trometer. The jack ramrod has a throw of 9 in .- that is, the cone point can 
be jacked through a gravel and/or sand layer 9 in. thick. 
The hydraulic jack is connected to the hydraulic hand pump by a short, 
high-pressure hose. The hand pump is fitted with a hydraulic pressure gauge 
that reads in pounds per square inch (psi)-the pressure being applied to the 
cone point . 
When jacking the cone penetrometer through a hard granular surface, 
a heavy load is required to jack against. Usually a good-size truck, loaded 
with sand or gravel, is sufficient. To jack against the truck frame it may be 
necessary to make a simple, adjustable, but heavy I-beam -frame adapter , as 
shown in Figure 8, to transmit the reactive force from the jack to the truck. 
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essentially all loose and disturbed soil. A form for recording scale 
readings and computing millimeters of penetration per blow is shown 
on the back side of the field log, page 40. 
3. Operator No. 1 then lifts the sliding drop hammer until it just touches 
the top anvi l. The hammer is then dropped to free fall on the lower 
anvi l. 
4. Operator No . 2 records the new scale reading at the pointer after 
the cone point has been driven into the soil ( measured in millimeters 
by estimating a centimeter to the nearest tenth) by the single hamme r 
blow. The number of millimeters driven is determined by subtracting 
the last scale reading from the previous one. ( If it appears that the 
cone is hitting a relatively large rock and not penetrating, try a new 
spot a few inches away). 
5. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until the cone and rod have penetrated 1 ft. 
into the subgrade . 
6. From Table 2 determine an equivalent CBR corresponding to each 
cone penetration (111111) and record the CBR value in the appropriate 
space on the log. The log will then show a CBR value for each hamm er 
drop . 
Cone 
TABLE 2. Low-Load Penetro meter Correlati on 
Penetration per Blow (in millimete rs) 
- vs -
Equivalent CBR of Soil Material Tested 
Cone 
Penetration CBR Penetration CBR 
mm/blow pct mm/bl ow pct 
4 so+ 16 13 
5 so 18 12 
6 40 19 11 
7 33 20 10 
8 29 23 9 
9 25 25 8 
10 22 28 7 
11 20 33 6 
12 19 38 5 
13 17 45 4 
14 16 60-70 3 
15 14 80-90 2 
100 1 
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condition; they probably are best used after spring thaws followed by periods 
of heavy rain. This incurs a time-of-year limitation and a generally short-
time period for field testing . (It would be feasible, however, to methodically 
pre -soak the selected test sites before testing). The high-load penetrometer 
is designed to test granular soils a minimum of six inches thick. When less 
than six inches, the equivalent CBR reading is that of a combination of 
wearing surface material and subgrade . 
Equivalent CBR of Fine Grained Soils by Low-Load Penetrometer 
Figure 5 shows a low-load penetrometer in use . It is a light, portable 
tool used for the rapid determination of the equivalent CBR of in-place, fine-
grained soils . When the cone is driven int o the soil by the drop hammer, 
an equivalent CBR of each soil layer encountered can be determined-in-
cluding fine and medium sands. For sands the cone point is removed and the 
slightly rounded tip attached . The small penetrometer can measure equiva -
lent CBR values up to SO percent . 
Description of Equipm ent 
Figure 6 shows a sketch of the penetrometer with the dimensions of the 
various components . The equipment is not patented and can easily be con-
structed locally in a machine shop. 
The main part is a long rod with a cone point. On the cone-pointed rod 
are two fixed anvils or stops placed so that the bottom of the drive weight 
can free fall 460 mm. The lower anvil takes the force of the blows produced 
by the sliding drop hammer. The top anvil merely marks the height to which 
the hammer is raised previous to a drop. At the top of the rod is an engraved 
scale slightly over 1 ft. long (13.22 in. or 33.58 cm on a Purdue constructed 
penetrometer) , and the smallest unit on the scale is a centimeter ( 10 mm or 
1 . 
2.54 m.). 
The other main part of the apparatus is the pointer attached to the vertical 
rod on the tripod . The pionte r can be raised or lowered by means of a set 
screw . 
Equipment Operations and Equivalent CBR Determinations 
Field operation of the equipment and the determination of subgrade CBR 
is described below . The equipment should be used only on fine-grained soils , 
fine sands, and medium sands . 
Equipment operation, step-by-step, is as follows : 
1. After clearing away gravel surfacing material to subgrade, an area at 
least 1 ft. in diameter, operator No. 1 places the cone of the drive rod 
on the subgrade near the side of the cleared area . With the drive-rod 
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Figure 5. A low-load penetrometer is being used to test the subgrade of an 
interstate highway. The drop hammer is in the midst of its free fall . The 
note taker records an initial and final scale reading at the pointer and, by 
subtraction, deterniines the millimeters of penetration of the cone point. 
vertical, the tripod pointer assembly is placed so that the tip of the 
pointer nearly touches the scale on the drive rod . 
2. Operator No . 2 records the initial scale reading indicated by the pointer 
with the weight of the drop hammer on the lower anvil. The weight 
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Figure 6. This sketch shows the dimensions of the disassembled low-load 
penetrometer . Th e drive rod is ¾ in. standard rod. It is important that the 
cone point be the exact size shown, the drop hammer weigh 10 Kg and have 
a free fall distance of 460 mm, and the scale on the rod be in millimeters-
as the penetration-CBR chart is millimeter s. (However, both could be con-
verted to inches if desired). Th e rounded tip shown is used in sandy soils. 
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Figure 5. A low-load penetronieter is being used to test the subgrade of an 
intersta te highway . The drop hammer is in the midst of its free fall . The 
note taker records an initial and final scale reading at the pointer and, by 
subtraction, determines the millimeters of penetration of the cone point . 
vertical, the tripod pointer assembly is placed so that the tip of the 
pointer nearly touches the scale on the drive rod . 
2. Operator No . 2 records the initial scale reading indicated by the pointer 
with the weight of the drop hammer on the lower anvil. The weight 
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Figure 6. This ske tch shows the dimensions of the disassembled low-load 
penetrometer. The drive rod is ¾ in. standard rod . It is important that the 
cone point be the exact size shown, the drop hammer weigh 10 Kg and have 
a free fall distance of 460 mm, and the scale on the rod be in millimeters-
as the penetration-CBR chart is millimeters . (However, both could be con-
verted to inches if desired) . The rounded tip shown is used in sandy soils. 
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essentially all loose and disturbed soil. A form for recording scale 
readings and computing millimeters of penetration per blow is shown 
on the back side of the field log, page 40. 
3. Operator No. 1 then lifts the sliding drop hammer until it just touches 
the top anvil. The hammer is then dropped to free fall on the lower 
anvil. 
4. Operator No. 2 records the new scale reading at the pointer af ter 
the cone point has been driven into the soil (measured in millimeters 
by estimating a centimeter to the nearest tenth) by the single hamme r 
blow. The number of millimeters driven is determined by subtracting 
the last scale reading from the previous one. ( If it appears that the 
cone is hitting a relatively large rock and not penetrating, try a new 
spot a few inches away). 
5. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until the cone and rod have penetrated 1 ft. 
into the subgrade . 
6. From Table 2 determine an equivalent CBR corresponding to each 
cone penetration (111111) and record the CBR value in the appropriat e 
space on the log. The log will then show a CBR value for each hammer 
drop . 
Cone 
TABLE 2. Low-Load Penetrometer Correlation 
Penetration per Blow (in millimeters) 
- vs -
Equivalent CBR of Soil Material Tested 
Cone 
Penetration CBR Penetration CBR 
mm/blow pct mm/blow pct 
4 so+ 16 13 
5 so 18 12 
6 40 19 11 
7 33 20 10 
8 29 23 9 
9 25 25 8 
10 22 28 7 
11 20 33 6 
12 19 38 5 
13 17 45 4 
14 16 60-70 3 
15 14 80-90 2 
100 1 
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condition; they probably are best used after spring thaws followed by periods 
of heavy rain. This incurs a time-of-year limita tion and a generally short-
time period for field testing. (It would be feasible, however, to methodically 
pre -soak the selected test sites before testing). The high-load penetrometer 
is designed to test granular soils a minimum of six inches thick . W hen less 
than six inches, the equivalent CBR reading is that of a combination of 
wearing surface material and subgrade . 
Equivalent CBR of Fine Grained Soils by Low-Load Penetrometer 
Figure 5 shows a low-load penetrometer in use . It is a light, portable 
tool used for the rapid determination of the equivalent CBR of in-place, fine-
grained soils. When the cone is driven into the soil by the drop hammer, 
an equivalent CBR of each soil layer encountered can be determined-in-
cluding fine and medium sands. For sands the cone point is removed and the 
slightly rounded tip attached . The small penetrometer can measure equiva -
lent CBR values up to SO percent . 
Description of Equipment 
Figure 6 shows a sketch of the penetrometer with the dimensions of the 
various components. The equipment is not patented and can easily be con-
structed locally in a machine shop. 
The main part is a long rod with a cone point. On the cone-pointed rod 
are two fixed anvi ls or stops placed so that the bottom of the drive weight 
can free fall 460 111111. The lower anvil takes the force of the blows produced 
by the sliding drop hammer. The top anvil merely marks the height to which 
the hammer is raised previous to a drop. At the top of the rod is an engraved 
scale slightly over 1 ft. long ( 13.22 in. or 33.58 cm on a Purdue constructed 
penetromete r) , and the smallest unit on the scale is a centimeter ( 10 111111 or 
1 . 
2.54 m.). 
The other main part of the apparatus is the pointer attached to the vertical 
rod on the tripod . The pionter can be raised or lowered by means of a set 
screw. 
Equipment Operations and Equivalent CBR Determinations 
Field operation of the equipment and the determination of subgrade CBR 
is described below. The equipment should be used only on fine-gra ined soils, 
fine sands, and medium sands . 
Equipment operation, step-by-step, is as follows: 
1. After clearing away gravel surfacing material to subgrade, an area at 
least 1 ft. in diameter, operator No. 1 places the cone of the drive rod 
on the subgrade near the side of the cleared area. With the drive-rod 
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The properties of a silty clay (CL), according to the Soil Use Chart, are: 
Permeability-Impervious; Load Carrying Ability-Fair; Frost Suscepti-
bility-Medium to High; as Base Course and \i\T earing Course it is not rated 
as it is not usable for even a minimal traffic county road . The aver age CBR 
value of a silty clay (CL) according to the Soil-CBR Chart is 9-range 4-15. 
V. WEARING SURFACE AND SUBGRADE QUALITY BY 
PENETROMETER TESTS 
Penetrometer tests provide another and more accurate method of deter-
mining an equivalent CBR value for wearing surface and subgrade materials . 
By driving specially designed cone penetrometers into in-place mater ials and 
measuring the drive force required (high-load penetrometer) or the distance 
penetrated (low-load penetrometer), an equivalent CBR of the in-p lace, un -
disturbed materials can be obtained . 
Figures 1 and 2 show pictures of the two penetrometers . The Boeing 
Corporation developed the hydraulic equipment to measure an equivalent 
CBR of granular bases for airport pavements . The official name is the 
Boeing High-Load Penetrometer-hereafter called simply, high-load pene-
trometer.* The smaller, hand-operated penetrometer was developed in South 
Africa based upon concepts first developed in Austral ia . I t is known as the 
Dynamic Cone Penetrorneter, hereafter referred to as the low-load pene -
trometer.t 
The heavy-duty, high-load penetrometer is hydmulically operat ed and 
jacked against the frame of a large dump truck , loaded with sand or gravel 
for ballast. This sturdy penetrometer can penetrate compacted dense gravel, 
crushed stone, and/or sand and obtain equivalent CBR readings in the range 
of about SO to 100. The lighter, low-load penetrometer, driven by a small, 
sliding, hand -operated drop -hammer, is used fo r fine-grained soils and fine 
and medium sands, usually subgracle materials . It can obtain equivalent CBR 
readings in the range of zero to about SO. 
Low-load and high-l oad penetrometers have var ious advantages and dis-
advantages . Advantages are: ( 1) they are accurate; (2) they are light and 
easily portable ; ( 3) they can be used and operated by unskilled personnel ; 
( 4) their operation is fast and simple; and ( 5) they are relatively inexpen-
sive, especially the smaller penetrometer. 
Their disadvantages or limitations are as follows : They should only be 
used in the field when the roadway materials are in their wettes t and weakest 
* This penetrometer manufactured by : J. D. Ott Co., 115 S. Lucile St., Seattle, 
Washington, 98108. Phone (206) 762-7722. Price : $1067 F .O.B . Seattle (two @ $943 
each) as of November 1976. Price good for 60 clays, delivery in 90 clays. 
t This small penetrometer can be manufactured in a local machine shop, using the 
dimensions shown in Figure 6. There is no patent on the equipment . 
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7. Compute the average CBR value for the 1 ft . of subgrade soil imme-
diately below the gravel wearing surface as follows: total all the CBR 
values obtained for the 1 ft. of subgracle ( right hand column of the 
log) and divide this total by the number of CBR readings obta ined 
or used . 
8. Repeat all steps, 1 through 7, two more times and obtain a total of 
three average CBR values for the top foot of subgrade over an area 
about 1 ft. in diameter. The average CBR of the soil, in this particu-
lar roadway cross -section, is found by adding the three CBR tests 
values and dividing by three. Computation space is provided on the log. 
9. The subgrade CBR value for the project length is found as follows : 
take all the average CBR values in each cross-section in the project 
length and write them clown in order of magnitude, highest value at 
the top of the list to the lowest at the bottom. It is recommended tha t 
the CBR value at the 75th percentile be used for the pavemen t design 
CBR. The 75th percentile of the CBR listings is the one three-quarters 
(75 percent) of the way clown the listing from the top of the list or 
one-quarter of the listings up from the bottom . 
Equivalent CBR of Wearing Surfaces By High-Load Penetrometer 
Figure 7 shows a high-load penetrometer in use. I t is a relatively light 
and portable cone penetrometer used for the rapid determination of equiva-
lent CBR values of in-place gravels and sands. It is also relatively accurate, 
can be used by unskilled personnel, and can measure equivalent CBR values 
up to 100 percent . 
Description of Equipment 
Figure 2 shows a picture of the penetrometer with names of various com-
ponents . 
The primary parts are the hydraulic pump and jack. The ramrod par t of 
the jack has a blunt, 2-in. diameter, hard steel, cone point-the cone pene-
trometer. The jack ramrod has a throw of 9 in .-that is, the cone point can 
be jacked through a gravel and/or sand layer 9 in. thick. 
T he hydraulic jack is connected to the hydraulic hand pump by a short, 
high -pressure hose. The hand pump is fitted with a hydraulic pressure gauge 
that reads in pounds per square inch (psi)-the pressure being applied to the 
cone point . 
When jacking the cone penetrometer through a hard granular surface, 
a heavy load is required to jack against . U sually a good-size truck, loaded 
with sand or gravel , is sufficient. To jack against the truck frame it may be 
necessary to make a simple, adjustable, but heavy I-beam -frame adapter , as 
shown in Figure 8, to transmit the reactive force from the jack to the t ruck. 
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Figure 7. Top-checking the CBR of an existing base. Bottom-the CBR 
of a gravel road we aring siwface is determined before paving. Also note the 
heavy react-ive forces required for the hydraulic jack, a loaded dump truck 
(top) and a scraper (botto111,). The high body frame of the truck also requires 
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Sand = 25 





Info Applied to 
Soil !dent. Chart 
Over 50% coarse grains 
and over half is gravel ; 
Over 12% fines 
(When over 12% fines 
gradation is not 
considered) 
Low plastic ( versus 






After determining that this particular sample of gravel wearing-surface 
material is classified as clayey gravel ( GC), obtain the following information 
from the Soil Use Chart, HERPIC Bulletin 13, p. 45 : Permeability-Imper-
vious; Load Carrying Ability - Good to Fair; Frost Suscep tibility-Slight to 
!VI ediuni; Base Course -Good to Poor; Wearing Course-Excellent to Good 
(as the sample fines are 25 percent, and well over the 12 percent break point , 
all the lower qualitative conditions, in italics , should be anticipated) . Using 
the Soil-CBR Chart, Figure 4, note that the average CBR value of GC 
material is 30-range 20-40. 
Quality of Subgrade Material 
The following is an example of the classification and quality evaluation 
of a typical Indiana subgrade soil : 
Field Info Info Applied to Soil Classed 
Logged Soil !dent . Chart by uses 
Particle% 
Gravel= 10% Combined coarse grains 
Sand = 25 less than 50% ; 
Fines = 65 Fine grains over SO'fo 
Gradation 
None for fine (C L) 




Low plastic Low plastic 
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CALIFORNIA BEARING RATIO (CBR) 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION 
GENERAL SOIL RATING AS SUBGRADE, SUBBASE OR BASE 
SUBGRADE POOR MEDIUM GOOD EXCELLENT 
SUBBASE UNACCEPTABLE ACC. GOOD EXCELLENT 
BASE ACC. 
Figure 4. A soil-CBR chart as 111..odified from a chart in the Asphalt Insti-
tute Manual Series (MS-1), " Th ickness Design-Asphalt Pavement Struc -
tures for Highways and Streets"; d=drained ; u=undrained . 
county. The proper name of each county publication is "Soil Survey of X 
County ." The status of county mapping is shown in Appendix C. 
The agricultural soil maps show accurate locations of soils with specific 
pedological soil names. For each pedological soil name there is also a corre-
sponding soil classification by both the USCS and AASHTO systems for each 
of the A, B, and C soil horizons . Considerable additional engineering soils 
data is in each of the county soil survey publications . 
In addition, the Joint Highway Research Project (JHRP) is in the process 
of compiling engineering soil maps of each county, using air photo interpre-
tation methods. These maps are compiled to a scale of one inch equals one mile, 
have general soils information and are used primarily for preliminary high-
way location stud ies as related to subgrade soils. The statu s of JHRP engi-
neering soils mapping in Indiana is shown in Appendix D. 
Quality of Wearing Surface Materials 
The following is typical field information, soil classification, and quality 
evaluation that will be frequently encountered in studying Indiana gravel road 
wearing surfaces : 
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Figur e 8. This photo shows a custom 111..ade adapter for using the hydraulic 
jac!? under a large dump truck . The clamps, on each end of the I -bea111,, loci? 
onto the true!?' s channel-body -frame. The vertical extension piece, on the 
adapter, can slide left or right on the lower flange of the I -beam . The ver tical 
extension has a small shield piece to prevent slippage at its contact wi th the 
jack . 
The maximum load required for the cone point to penetrate a CBR 100 
surface is about 10,000 pounds. Therefore, a total vehicle weight of over 
25,000 pounds must be used on this material. 
Equipment Operation a1w Equivalent CBR Det erminations 
1. Select the site point to be tested and move the loaded dump truck , 
with the jack adapter directl y over the point of test . The truck should be 
as level as possible. (Four tests are suggested for each roadway cross-section 
-see Figure 13.) 
2, Place the jack (penetrometer) as vertically as possible under the 
adapter - Figure 8. 
3. Work the pump handl e at a moderate rate ( about one second up and 
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one second down) to apply hydraulic pre ssure and start movement of the 
cone point into the gravel surface. 
4. As the cone penetrates, gravel road surface material will push up 
around the cone as shown in Figure 9. Using a rule, carefully determine 
when the reference-point on the cone is 4 in. below the original surface ( top 
of cone will be 2 in. below original surface-Figure 9). At this 4-in . depth, 
"boiling up" of the gravel will stop and a gauge reading on the pump will 
indicate an equiva lent CBR of the surface material, prov ided the surface 
material is homogeneous to a depth beyond the cone point . The pressure 
gauge is read when the cone point has stopped moving ( without additional 
pumping) and a condition of equilibrium is reached between the hydraulic 
pressure and the surfacing material pressure . If the load is applied for a 
prolonged length of time, the pressure will be slowly relieved by the gravel, 
LOCAL SURFACE EFFECT 
(EXAGERATED FOR CLARITY) 
~-r-r-rrY'""-.":":"::~::~ :--r-r.,....,-r-r,I ... .. ... 




Figure 9. This sketch shows results of the high -load cone being forced into 
a compacted gravel . Nate the bulging up of material around the area of 
penetration . The cone reference point shown niust pen etrate 4 in. before a 
pressure gaug e reading is taken. A custom-nwde feel er gauge can be made to 
measure 2 in. from the original ground surface to the top of the cone (refer-
ence point at 4 in.) . 
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If over 50 percent fine gra:ins (silt and clay) , determine if the fine grains 
are plastic or nonplastic . If plastic, the soil is basically a clay; if nonplastic, 
it is basically a silt. Note that there are three types of plastic clay : low plastic 
clay (CL), high plastic clay (CH) and organic clay (OH) (low or high 
plastic and with black organic material) . There are also three types of non-
plastic soils: silt (ML), micaeous silt ( MH) ( with numerous mica flakes), 
and organic silt (OL) (with black organic materials) . The greater majority 
of Indiana's surface soils are low plastic clays, also called silty clays . 
If the sa1nple is over 50 perc ent coarse grains ( gravel and sa.ncl), determine 
if the coarse grains are mostly ( over half) gravel or mostly sand. If mostly 
gravel, the material is basically a gravel; if mostly sand, it is basically a sand. 
If either the basic gravel, or basic sand, has less than five percent fines and 
is well-graded, the material is a well-graded gravel ( GW) or well-graded 
sand (SW) . If poorly graded, it is poorly-graded gravel (GP) or poorly-
graded sand (SP) . For basic grave ls or basic sands with over 12 per -
cent fines, the plasticity of the fines (plastic or nonplastic) is the major 
quality factor, with gradation having little or no influence on quality. If the 
fines ( over 12 percent) are plastic, the basic gravel is a clayey gravel ( GC) 
and the basic sand, a clayey sand (SC) . If the fines ( over 12 percent) are 
nonplastic, the material is a silty gravel (GM) or silty sand (SM). 
For basic gravel or sand, with fines between 6 and 12 percent, both the 
gradation and the plasticity of the fines must be considered. (In this case, 
fines are all materials passing a No. 40 sieve, including silt and clay as well 
as fine sand) . The fines must be analyzed and given one of the fine-grained 
symbols and this symbol added to one of gravel or sand symbols, such as 
GW-GC or SP-SM etc. 
Use of Soil-CBR Chart 
Soil classification and the use of a soil-CBR chart is the least accurate 
of the equivalent CBR determination methods. However, once a soil is 
classified, its approximate CBR can be determined from a chart which corre-
lates the range of CBR values with each of the various soil classification 
groups of the Unified Soil Classification System ( see Fig . 4). 
Accuracy of the equivalent CBR by this method will depend to some 
extent on the accuracy of soil classification . Levels of accuracy for soil 
classification, ranging from high to low, are as follows: ( 1) standard ASTM 
or AASHTO classification tests ( see Appendix B), ( 2) visual inspection 
and simple field tests, and ( 3) use of agricultural or engineering soil maps . 
Soil Classification from Agricultural and Engineering Soil Maps 
A new series of agricultural soil maps, started in 1965 by the Soil Con-
servation Service, USDA, in cooperatoin with Purdue University Agricul-
tura l Experiment Station , are being compi led and published for each Indian a 
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Ribbon Formation Test 
A thoroughly moistened, worked and reworked wad of soil is shaped 
into a roll about the size of a pack of quarters. It is then forced and extruded 
between the thumb and the index finger into a ribbon shape about ¼-in. wide 
and ¼ -in. thick. If no ribbon can be formed, the soil is nonplastic. Short 
ribbons indicate low and medium plastic soils (hanging vertically the ribbon 
breaks when less than 8 in. long). A ribbon over 8 in. long, hanging verti -
cally and supporting its own weight , indicates a highly plastic soil. (HERPIC 
Bulletin No. 13, p. 15) . 
Dry Strength Test 
A thoroughly dry lump of soil that breaks very easily in the fingers into 
essentially all individual grains is nonplastic. Dry lumps that break easily 
or with some slight difficulty into some individual particles and smaller lumps 
are low and medium plastic soils. Dry high ly plastic soils are usually impos -
sible, or near ly so, to even break into two pieces. (HERPIC Bulletin No. 13, 
p. 16) . 
Thread-Roll Test 
Using a piece of ordinary window screen ( instead of a No. 40 sieve), 
the tester thoroughly moistens separated fines in a container and forms them 
into a roll about the size of a pack of climes. This roll is then rolled on a 
smooth, glass surface with the flat of the hand to further reduce its diameter . 
A roll breaking up before it reaches a ¼-in. diameter probably has a plasticity 
low enough for a base material. A roll reducing to between ¼-in. and ¼-in . 
indicates a plasticity of fines suitable for a gravel wearing surface. A roll 
reducing to ¼ -in. or less indicates a plasticity too high for either a base or 
wearing surface. (HERPIC Bulletin 13, p. 37) . 
Classification of Soils and Aggregates from Test Data 
Wi th: (1) percent gravel, sand and fines (2) gradation (if a coarse 
grained soil) and ( 3) plasticity of fines, a soil can be easily classified by 
applying the information to a flow chart. ("Soil Identification Procedure," 
HERPIC Bulletin 13, p. 32) . 
With the soil materials classified, the "Soil Use Chart," HERPIC Bulle-
tin 13, p. 45, and the soil-CBR-corre lation chart in this bulletin, Figure 4, 
provide considerab le additional information, primarily on the quality of the 
soil as a base or wearing surface material and its approximate CBR value. 
Sunmiary of USCS Soil Classifications Procedure 
The following is a summary of the use of the Soil Identification Proce -
due flow chart shown in HERPIC Bulletin 13, p. 32. 
Note that the first step is to determine if the composition of the soil 




but the calibration curve is based on the initial stabilization which occurs in 
about 30 seconds-when visible motion has ceased . When the cone point 
encounters a large stone, a sudden increase in pressure will be evident and 
the cone point will stop penetrating the gravel surface. This reading is dis-
regarded and the test is rerun a few feet away . The number of individual tests 
increases the accuracy of any evaluation . 
Since the reference point of the cone must be 4 in. below the surface for 
a reading, the gravel surfacing must be at least 6 in. thick before the CBR 
cleterminecl can be considered the CER of the grave l surfacing . When less 
than 6 in., the subgracle soil is influencing the CBR reading taken on the 
gravel surface . 
5. The location of the test and the gauge pressure (psi) should be re -
corded in the appropriate space ( upper box) of the log shown on page 39. 
6. The CBR is determined from the curve shown in Figure 10. Read 
the CBR for the determined psi gauge reading. T he CBR values for each 
of four tests suggested in the cross-section and the average of the four 
should be recorded in the appropriate spaces at the top and bottom of the 
log form, page 39. 
7. When the test is completed, the valve on the pump (see Figure 2) is 
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Figure 10. A pressure ( psi)-CBR chart . Enter a penetrometer pressure 
reading on the horizontal scale, read upward to the diagonal curve and left, 
horizontally, to the vertical scale, and detennine the CBR for the field psi 
reading . (Calibration was done by 1naking penetro111eter tests in various soils 




point are carefuly  moved to and fro to release th e cone from th e  base  or 
wearing surface  before  being  withdrawn . 
8.  The  CBR  of the  gravel  wea ring surface ( or  base) , for th e  project 
length, is the  75th  percentile of al the individual  high-lo ad  penetrometer  CBR 
readings .  The  75th  percentile is  obtained  by  writing  down al the  CBR 
values,  not the averaged  values, in  order  of  magnitude,  with the largest 
number at the top  of the list and the smalest at the  botom  of the list.  The 
75th  percentile is then the  CBR reading located three-quarters (75  percent) 
of the  way  down the list from the top .  For example, if there are  40  CBR 
readings, the  75th  percentil e is the  30th  CBR  value in the list from the top 
-tenth from the  botom . 
Moisture  Content  Samples  and Determinations 
Penetrometer tests to  determine an equivalent  CBR  of the  wearing sur -
face and subgrade should  be  done in  wet seasons. Ide aly, they  would  be 
best early in the spring just after complete  ground thawing and  preferably 
after severa l heavy rains .  To  verify th e  wet condition, it is advisable to take 
moisture content samples at the time  of  making  penetrometer test s.  How -
ever  moisture content samples are  not absolutely  necessary . 
Fo r a  gravely  or sandy  wear ing surface,  with top size  material 1_½ in . 
or less,  qu ickly fil a  quart can  with  material as soon as it is excavated from 
a test  hole.  Quickly apply th e lid and seal it air tight  with eith er  melted 
parafin  or celophane tap e, whichever is feasibl e.  Do the same for fine-grained 
subgrade soils, though  only a  half  pint is  needed . If the subgrade is coarse -
grained  use a  quart-can sample . 
Carefuly label containers  with the station  numb er , location left  or right 
of center line, sample  number and approximat e soil tex ture classification. 
Also  place container sampl e  numb ers  on the cross -section log form. 
Weigh sample containers  wit h th e parafin  or celophane tape seal removed 
but  with lid stil  on.  After  weighing and recording this  weight  on the log 
form (page  40) ,  heat the samp le in a  warm  oven  over  night and compute 
the  percent  moisture content as indicated  on the log form ,  page  40. 
VI. FIELD  SAMPLING,  TESTING ,  AND  APPLICATION 
OF  RESULTS 
This chapt er  provides information  on the field sampling and testing  of 
( a) in-plac e wearing surfac e mat erials to  determine their  quantity and  quality 
and  of (b ) subgrade  mat er ials to determ ine th eir  quality only. 
It  provides information  on samp ling and testing equipm ent, its  operatio n, 
and informa tion to  be  obtained and logged in th e field.  A sugg ested field log 
form is  pro vided, as  wel as a sketch showing a suggested  plan for location 
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GRAIN  SIZE IN  MILL !METERS 
COBBLES GRAVEL SAND Coarse Fine oarse Medium Fine SILT  OR  CLAY 
CURVE I= Uniform  coarse  gravel;  nonplostic  Very  uniform  gradat ion. 
CURVE 2  Gravel-sand  mixture;  nonplastic .  Grave l is  almost  al  of  one size (3/ 4-to I inch),  no 
fine  gravel  present .  Poor ly  graded 
CURVE 3 :  Sandy  grave l ; nonplastic . Al sizes  ore  present,  but  gradation  does  not  meet 
curvature  criterion for  GW. 
Figur e  3.  Grain-siz e-distri bution curv es for  we l-graded (GW)  and  poorly 
grad ed gravels (GP) . 
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aggregate is shak en through th e nest of sieves and 8 lb. is re tained on the 
top sieve the percentage retained is 8 percent . Obv iously, 92 percent went 
thro ugh or passed the top sieve, and so on for each sieve. However , instead 
of using the percent retained, engineers generall y work with and speak of 
"p ercent passing, " or "percent finer, " than each of the sieve sizes . 
Gradation Curves 
The best way to see and und erstand the result s of a sieve analysis is to 
plot the data on graph paper as shown in Fig . 3. Th e perc ent passing is 
plotted on the vertical arithme tic scale, and corresponding sieve size, or 
particle size, is plotted on a horizontal logarithmic scale. 
A glance at such a particle-size-distributi on curve quickly shows the 
general grading characteristics of an aggregate material. A well-graded ag-
grega te, with several sizes ranging continuously from coarse to fine, is repre -
sented by a relatively smooth cur ve that extends across the logarithmic 9eale 
for several cycles. If all the particles of an aggregate are appro x imately the 
same size, the material is poorl y ( or uniforml y) graded and is repr esented 
by a nearly vertica l line on the gradi ng plot . A gap -graded gravel may lie 
par tly between the two lines and have a "bump" in it as shown in Fig . 3. 
The specifications of the U nified system and the ISHC , have slightly 
different sieve sizes listed for the sieve analys is. When comparing the com-
position of in-place materials with a specific set of specifications, th e sieves 
listed for those specifications shou ld be used in the sieve analysis. 
Commercial Tes ting Services 
Where testing equipment and trained personnel are not avai lable, count y 
highway departments shou ld consider using the services of commercial soil 
testing organ izations, especially tests for gradation ana lyses ( also called 
mechanical ana lyses or a sieve analyses) . Seve ral tests might possibly be 
satisfactor y for the whole project especially when mat erials appear (by visual 
inspect ion) to be quite uniform throu ghout. 
Plasticity of Fines 
As pre viously mentioned, fines are silt and clay part icles. They pass a 
No . 200 sieve (200 wires per inch ). However , to determine th e plasticity 
of fines in an aggregate, all the mat erial passing a No. 40 sieve ( 40 wires per 
inch) is tested, including not only silt and clay but also fine sand . 
Plasticity tests include wet ribbons , dry strength, and thread-roll tests . 
Specifications for base material s require nonplastic fines ( for filler) ; 
whereas wearing sur face materials require low-plastic fines ( for binder and 
filler). (HERP I C Bulletin 13, p. 37.) 
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and spacing of va riou s sampling and t~sting sites in the roadway cro ss section 
and along the pro ject length . 
The first part of this chapter prov ides informat ion on how to determine 
the thickness and width of wear ing surface materials with eithe r power tools 
or hand tools. The second part of th is chapter recommends a schedu le for 
sampling and testing wearing surface materials and subgrade mat er ials for 
qua lity, mainly gradation, plast icity of fines and equivalent CBR determina -
tion s by penetrometer tests . 
Wearing Surface Thickness and Wid th Measurement s 
Measur ing th e thickness or depth of in-place wearin g surface or base mate -
rials requires the cutting or digging of small holes in the cross -section of 
th e roadwa y. Abo ut 90 of th ese excavation-probings per mile are sugges ted . 
Because of the rela tively high number of sma ll excavations, the fastest and 
most efficient tools and technique s should be used to do the job. 
W hen obta ining a depth measu rement of the sur facing mate rial , the in-
spector should be aware of possible mat er ial change s or a layeri ng of different 
materials . This layering could be due to subgr ade intrusion or to the appli-
cation of two or more differ ent types of wear ing surfa ce mater ials . The 
thickness and classification of each layer should be recorded . Changes in 
subgrade mater ials shou ld also be noted and recorded . Use the "Notes" 
section of the log to record additiona l informatio n. 
One excavat ion in each roadway cross-section investigated will also be 
used for taking classification samples and moisture content samples of both 
the wearing surface and subgrade . Thi s same excavation can also be used 
for making cone penetrome ter tests into the subgrade . Carefully open a hole 
to the subgra de ( without disturbing the subgrade) at least 1 ft. in diameter . 
Depending on the equipment , manpower, time , and money available , the 
count y supervi sor or engineer should select one of the suggested excavation 
technique s listed below . There are hand -tool techn iques, power -tool 
techniqu es and combin ation s of these . Pe rhaps a prel iminar y sur vey by the 
engin eer or super visor , using one or two laborer s with picks and shove ls, 
to determine the approxima te thickn ess and toughnes s of the materials would 
be advisable. Mos t likely, power augers would be the most efficient equip-
ment for th e overall investigati on. 
Tools, E quipment and Techniques 
Here is a listing of severa l variou s combinations of tools and equipment 
that could be used to determin e wea rin g surfac e depths and obtain samples 
for classification tests. 
1. Two-man crew with pick, mattock, spud , and flat spade. Possibl y the 
wheels of an accompanying truck could be used for recompacting back-
filled holes. 
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2. .Sarne as (l) but also with an air compressor, jack hammer, and small 
spade attachment for thick, tough wearing surfaces. 
3. Use of power augers, for digging post holes, would undoubtedly be the 
most efficient means of quickly cutting a large number of holes . Shallow 
holes can be cut quickly. These small portable augers are owned by many 
county highway departments . Some of the augers attach to th,: back of 
tractors or trucks and operate from a power takeoff . 
An auger bit should be sized to cut a hole large enough to permit 
easy examination of the wall of the hole or excavation. Measure the 
depth of the wearing surface and any layering in the wearing surface and 
note the top foot of the subgrade . 
Various types of auger cutting bits are shown in Figure 11. Capa-
bilities of the various bits are provided in the figure caption . If an auger 
is used to open a hole to subgrade for subgrade testing, the bit should 
be at least 1 ft. in diameter. 
4. Use of small trenching machines or backhoes . The small backhoes could 
be fitted with a small custom-made digging shovel. The trenching machine 
might be used to make a small trench across the entire road width. A 
precise picture could then be obtained of base depth, width and feathering 
at the edges. 
Location and Spacing of Tests Along Roadway 
The wearing surface and subgrade materials in most unpaved county 
roads are subject to variations, ( 1) in the depth and quality of base and 
(2) in the quality and character of the native subgrade soils. Therefore, a 
sufficient number of field samples and tests must be made to develop a picture 
of the range of variations that exist in a given section of roadway . In this 
way, the road design may be increased to compensate for low-quality in-place 
materials or reduced to take advantage ( reduced cost) of the high -quality, 
in-place materials . 
The complete cross-section of the roadway must be sampled and tested 
at periodic intervals along the length of the road project. Figures 12 and 13 
suggest a spacing of test sites longitudinally and laterally along a mile of 
roadway. The number of tests suggested may be adjusted to the length and 
importance of the project. Basica lly, about 10 cross -sections per mile should 
be sampled and tested. This frequency will set the interval spacing or the 
cross-sections at 528 feet, or a spacing of 500 feet may be used if more 
convenient . 
If several miles of roadway are to be studied, the county engineer or 
supervisor may find it more efficient to increase the spacing of the cross-
sections sampled and tested to, let us say, 1000 feet. He may also wish to 
reduce the number of tests per cross -section . The spacings and number of 
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HERPIC Bulletin 13, visual and simple field tests are used to make the two 
determinations, (a) gradation and (b) percentages of gravel, sand, and fines. 
These field tests are summarized in the sections that follow. 
Visual Determinations 
Particle percentages and gradation can be done fairly accurately by visual 
examination when a representative sample is spread on a flat surface . 
Simply note the percent of particle sizes: gravel, 3 in. to ¼ in. ; sand 
¼ in. to 3/1000 in.; silt and clay , smaller than 3/1000 in. (silt and clay 
particles fit into the finger prints-fine sand does not). Fine sand feels sharp 
and gritty. Silts and clays feel soft and smooth like flour. For gradati on, 
note range of various sizes of the gravel and sand particles and the perce nt 
of fines. (HERPIC Bulletin 13, p. 17.) 
Simple Sieves and Visual Inspection 
These visual determinations might be enhanced by using two homemad e 
sieves, one made from ¼ in. hardware cloth to retain gravel and one made 
from window screen mesh ( about 32 wires per inch), to catch coarse and 
medium sand. Estimate the percentages of fine sand and fines passing the 
window screen visually and by feel. Gradation determination of the screened 
particles would be visual. (HERPIC Bulletin 13, p. 34.) 
Water Sedimentation Test of Sand and Fines 
For this test separate the gravel out of a representative sample by a ¼ in. 
scn:en or by hand (percentage estimated). Then place a large handful of 
the remaining sand and fines in a straight-sided jar ( about one quart size) 
and shake vigorously . When the sand settles, with the fines on top, measure 
the height of each with an engineer's scale and compute the relative per-
centage of each. (HERPIC Bu lletin 13, p. 35.) 
Standard Gradation Tests 
The standard ASTM and AASHTO laboratory test for gradation, called 
sieve analysis, is listed in Appendix B. 
Precise gradation is determined by separating a representative sample of 
the aggregate into various size groups or fractions. This is clone by shaking 
it through a series of sieves, the sieves with the largest openings, at the top. 
Usually most of the material passes through but some is retained on the top 
sieve. So, with each sieve, some material passes and some is retained . The 
last container in the nest of sieves, a pan, catches both the silt and clay size 
particles-if there are any. 
Before sieving, the total weight of the entire sample is obtained (dried) . 
Then the material retained on each sieve, and in the pan, is weighed sepa-
rately . Using these weights, the percentages of the total weight can be deter-
mined for material retained in each sieve. For example, if 100 lb. of dry 
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Table 1 shows the soil group classification requirements (percent gravel, 
sand, and fines; gradation and plasticity) for each one of the gravel groups . 
Table 1, in the two rig ht-hand columns, also shows a rating system for each 
of the gravel groups, when the mat er ials are used for wearing surfaces ( roads 
with less than 100 vpd) or for bases ( for high traffic roads). 
When Table 1 is used, reading from right to left , it supplies general 
specifications for both wearing surfaces and bases. For example, inspection 
of the righ t-hand column shows an E , for excellent, for a wearing surface. 
Reading on the E line to the left one finds that specifications for an excellent 
gravel wearing surface are as follows: fines should be plastic ; gradation-
well-graded; percent of fines-6 -12 percent; percent of sand-less than half 
the coarse grai ns ; and percent of gravel - over half of the coarse gra ins ( for 
a well-graded gravel the ratio of gravel to sand is about 2: 1) . 
ISHC Standard Specifications, 1974 
ISHC specifications for bases and gravel wearing sur faces are in sections 
303, of this publication "Compa cted Aggregate, Base, Surface or Shoulders" 
and 903, "Aggregates." The specifications cover both construction details 
and materials requir ements. Section 903.02, "Coarse Aggregate" and 903.02 
( e), "Size of Coarse Agg regates" has grada tion and plasticity infor mation . 
If one wishes to compare the gradation and plasticity of in-plac e materials 
with that of base materials for flexib le pavements, one should refer to the 
gradation and plasticity req uir ements for either dense -graded bases, using 
No. 53B or No . 73B aggregate sizes, or open-graded aggregate sizes No. 4 
or No . 5. T he sieve sizes and limit s of percentages passing as well as the 
plasticity of fines are shown in Appendix A. 
IV. WEARING SURFACE AND SUBGRADE QUALITY 
BY SOIL CLASSIFICATION 
One may determine the quality of wearing surface materials and subgrade 
materials by sampling and testing for ( 1) percen t of gravel, sand, and fines, 
(2) gradation, and (3) plasticity of fines. From these three items, one can 
determine a soil classification which in turn can be used to determine an 
approxi mate CBR value. The soil classification techniques are described 111 
HERPIC Bu lletin 13 and are only summari zed here. 
Gradation and Percentages of Gravel, Sand and Fines 
Gradation and the determination of percentages of gravel, sand, and fines 
is almost the same . However, gradation refers to a more detailed definition 
of particle size ranges. In the Unified Soi l Classification System, the first 
step in soil identification and classification is the determination of percentages 
of grave l, sand, and fines. If a soil is predominantly coarse-grained ( over SO 
percent gravel and sand combined), the next step in identification is deter -
mining gradation, or the range of sizes of the gravel and sand particles . In 
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Figure 11. Soil sampling and drilling tools for power augers . For taking 
shallow bites, and retaining a; sample on the auger , single flight bits (A ) , ( E) 
and the lower half of (I) could be used. For fast dri lling, bits (B ) (CJ and 
(G) could be used, but materials will be mixe d and layer thickn esses will 
have to be measured in the side-wall of the augered hole. 
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tests will depend upon the length and importanc e of the proj ect and th e uni-
formity of the findings. 
Figure 13 also provides a recommended plan of sampling and testing in 
the cross -section of a roadway. For each cross-section , nine measurements 
of the wearing surface depth are suggested, or 90 per mile. The number of 
depth measurements per cross-section and their distance from the center-line 
of roadway may have to be adjusted to the existing ,vidth of the wearing 
surface material. In any event, depth measurements should be made at the 
edge of the nominal width of the wearing surface material. Four high-load 
penetrometer tests ( CBR data) per cross-section are suggested-a total of 
40 per mile . Three low-load penetrometer tests ( CBR data) on the subgrade 
are suggested-30 per mile . Other tests to be taken at the rate of one per 
cross-section , ( ten per mile), include wearing surface classification tests, 
wearing surface moisture content sample, subgrade classification test , and 
subgrade moisture content sample . 
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Figure 12. Reco11111iended cross-section investigations along the length of 
roadway. This diagram shows a mile of roadway divided into ten 528-ft. 
sections. The station numbers at the center of each 528-ft. section are in-
dicated. Cross-section investigations may also be spaced at 500-ft . intervals 
if niore convenient . 
Use and Application of Field Test Results 
The ultimate use of the recommended field tests is for the design of road 
project improv 'ements that provide better, safer roads to serve the local com-
munities traffic needs . To accomplish this end, the county road official should 
refer to Appendix E which lists four outstanding and authoritative guide 
manuals on flexible pavement design using CBR criteria . The first two 
manuals listed, published by the Na tional Crushed Stone Association and the 
Asphalt Institute, respectively , are especially suited to the needs of county 
road officials. However, all four manual publications outline methods and 
procedures to determine the thickness of pavement and base required for 
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III. SPECIFICATIONS FOR WEARING 
SURFACES AND BASES 
For the purpose of evaluating material s in existing wearing surfaces or 
base.s, there is a need to know the requirements or specifications of high 
quality wearing surfaces and bases. After determining the quality factors 
of existing materials , i.e., their gradation , plasticity of fines, particle quality 
and CBR, they should be compared to standard specifications to determin e 
the over-all quality and to determine what is needed to bring them up to 
the high quality indicated by standard specifications . 
Simple Specifications for Wearing Surfaces and Base s 
The simplest form of specifications for a wearing surface and base would 
hie a statement primarily of gradation requirements as indicated in the tables 
below. With gradation ( including percent of fines) and plasticity of fines as 
indicated in the tables, only the requirements for particl e quality and CBR 
need to be set forth . Particle quality could be handled with a statement that 
at least 95 percent of the particles should be hard, sound , and not excessively 
elongated, i.e., no more than 5 percent of the particles should be soft or 
deleterious ( foreign materials like shale, coal, shells etc.) . The CBR of a 
properly compacted aggregat e base or wearing surface should be around 80 
in a wet saturated condition . 
Road Wearing Surface Material 
(Dense-Graded ) 
Crushed Stone or 
Gravel (plus No . 4 ) 
Sand (No. 4-No . 200) 
Fines (minus No . 200) 
40 %-65% (ma x. size- I in .) 
25 -55 
5 -10 ( slightly plastic) 
Base Aggregate for Flexible Pavement 
(Dense or Open-Graded) 
Crushed Stone or 
Gravel (plus No. 4) 
Sand (No . 4-N o. 200) 
Fines ( Minus No. 200) 
40 %-65% (Ma x. size- I ¼ in .) 
35 -60 
0 - 5 ( non plastic ) 
Unified Soil Classification System-Gravel and Sand Groups 
Classification Requirements As Specifications 
T he Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) applies to the full rang e 
of natural soil textures, from coarse gravelly soils through sands, fine silts , 
and plastic clays . Thus the USCS can be used to classify aggregates for 
wearing surfaces and bases, as well as subgrade soil materials .* 
* For th e remainder of thi s section 011 USCS , the term s "gr avel," "sa nd," etc . 
apply in a manner simi lar to cru shed stone mat erial s hav ing corr esponding size limit s. 
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Number Per Number 
Code Tests X-Section Per Mile 
E D Base depth 9 90 
BP Base penetrom eter 4 40 
BC Base classification .l 10 
BMC Base 111,oist. content 1 10 
SP Subgd. penetrom eter 3 30 
S C Subgd . classification 1 10 
SMC Subgd. moist . content 1 10 
Figure 13. Recommended sainpling and testing in cross-section of roadway. 
This diagram shows the type of field tests and their suggested location in 
each roadway cross section investigated. The larger group ing of tests should 
be alternated from 5 ft . left of centerline to 5 ft . right of centerline, etc., 
along the roadway . 
Aside from the ultimate design use of the field test results , there are a 
number of other related items of information that county road officials need 
to know in planning road improvement projects . With the completion of 
the field tests, the results should next be plotted or recorded in linear graph 
form , showing the significant variations of the test result s throughout the 
mile or length of the road project investigated . Such a record of test results 
will quickly reveal some important items to be considered in planning the road 
improvement . 
Subg rade S oil T est R esults 
When used with design criteria, the CBR values and their variation 
throughout the length of the project will indicate the total depth of pavement 
required . For example, using the NCSA design criteria, a light traffic road 
(no trucks) would require total pavement thicknesses from 5 in . (subgrade 
CBR = 15+) to 11 in. (subgrade CBR less than six ). Th erefor e, with the 
subgrad e CBR values in hand for the length of th e proj ect, an estimat e of 
pavem ent thickn ess and costs can be made. With an approx imat e cost esti-
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mate, the avai lability of funds and financial planning can be brought into 
play. If available funds are insufficient for the total completed project, per-
haps a stage-construction approach can be developed . 
Wearing Surface Test Results 
The CBR test values for the wearing surface material , with the depth 
and width measurements, will immediately indicate how the existing wearing 
surface ( or base) material s can be used effectively in the proposed road design 
improvement. 
Wearing surface ( or base) materials that have a reasonably uniform in-
place CBR value and a reasonably uniform width and depth can usually be 
incorporated directly into the new pavement design. However, under these 
conditions, additional depth and/o r width of base material may be necessary 
to upgrade the base to meet the new pavement design. 
By contrast, however, if the wearing surface ( or base) materials are 
highly variable as to depth, width, and quality it may be inadvisable to attempt 
to salvage any benefit from the existing in-place wearing surface materials. 
In that case the average in-place depth would be scarified, pulverized, mixed 
and spread to a uniform width and depth for compaction as subgrade material. 
To the extent possible it is highly desirable to effectively use existing 
in-place wearing surface ( and base) materials. However, the degree to 
which these in-place materials can be salvaged for an economic advantage 
depends mainly on the quantity and quality of the in-place material and also 
on the care with which these materials are to be manipulated during con-
struction . J udgrnent and experience are needed here to work out a practical 
plan . 
If there is ample quantity of wearing surface (base) materials but of 
variable quality, then give some consideration to upgrading those sections 
having low CBR values, with select aggregates to pro vide a base having a 
uniform quality . Here again, an additional lift or lift s of base material may 
have to be added to meet the new pavement design. 
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Figure 2. A hydrau lically-operated, high-load penetrometer. It can be used 
to determine the CBR of compact ed granular 111aterials. Th e cone poin t of 
the jack is driven into a material by pressure from the hydraulic pum p. CBR 
of the material is determined from the pressur e required and a pressure 
( psi)-CBR chart. 
duty and light-duty penetrometers , which are quit e accurate . A third method 
is by soil (or aggregate) classification and the use of soil-CBR charts . This 
equivalent CBR method is approximate . 
In this bulletin, the use of penetrometers are highly recommended as a 
compromise between cost and accuracy. Details on the penetrometers , their 
field use, and equivalent CBR determinations are presen ted in Chapter S, 
"Wearing Surface and Subgrade Quality by Penetrome ter Tests." If a 
county can not afford the use of the penetrometers, the method of soil classifi-
cation using a soil-CBR chart is recommended . Ideally , both the penetrometer 
method and chart method should be used and results compared , especially if 




:SCALE ( rn,tji): 
Figure 1. A hand-operated , low-load penetrometer . It can be used to deter-
mine the CBR of clays, silts, fine, and medium sands . The drop hamme r 
causes the cone point to penetrate a soil a few millimeters . From the amount 
of each penetration , and a penetration (nim)-CBR chart, the CBR is deter -
mined . 
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LOG OF FIELD TE STS IN ROADWAY CROSS SECTION 
FOR WEARING SURFACE AND SUBGRADE MATERIALS 
Road Name General Location Date ---------- ------------ ----
Sta. No. X-Se c . ________ ;X-Sec. in ft, cut; _____ ft. fill ;Crew ____ _ 
Other 
I. WEARING SURFACE FIELD TESTS 
Wearing Surface 





7½' 5' 2½' 
I Ri£ht 
It 2½' 5' 7½' 
Moist. Sample No. and Computations Log Backside 
10' Avg. 
II. CLASSIFICATION OF WEARING SURFACE MATERIAL(Sample # 
Material (check) gravel_; crush gravel_; c rush stone 
Gravel %; San d %; Fines % 
Plasti~y fines (check) pl~ic ; nonplas 
Gradation (check) well ; poorly-; un iformly 
Avg. top size in-:--and/or avg. predom size in. 
NOTES 
Classif. (G=gra;:;-;i:-, S=sand, M=silt, C=clay, W-well graded, P=poorly graded 
0-5% Fines 6-12% Fines 
Plastic FineslNonolas Fines 
I circle GW, GP GW-GC, GP -GC IGW-GM, GP - GM 
one SW, SP SW-SC, SP-SC !SW-SM , SP-SM 
III. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBGRADE SOIL (Sample# 
Gravel % ; Sand % ; Fines % ; 
(a) If l es~han 50%gravel &/o~and: 
Ribbon Length of fines (check) 
over 8 in. ; under Bin. ;no n e formed 
Dry Strength --=--lumps break(check) very ;;;-sy ; 
easy to difficult ;difficult to impossible . 
Dry Powdering (check)----;;-one ;incomplete ;compl~e 
Classification(circle one): CL CH OH ML MH 01 
(b) If more than 50% gravel &/or sand: 
Plasticity fines (check) plastic_;nonplas_. 
Gradation(check) well ;poorly ;uniformly 
111-4g Fineq 




Avg. top size i-;:- and/or-;vg. predom-;ize in.~---------,,--------
Classif (G=gravel S=sand M=silt C=clay W=well graded, P=poorly graded . ' . . 0-5% Fines 6-12% Fines 1 ~-LQ'!' .,inoa 
Plastic Fines l Nonolas Fines Plas Nono las 
I circle GW, GP GW-GC, GP - GC I GW-GM, GP-GM GC GM 
one SW, SP SW-SC, SP - SC I SW- SM, SP-SM SC SM 
IV. SUMMARY OF WEARING SURFACE AND SUBGRADE DATA 
Soils CBR-So il s CBR - %Moist Avg(in.) 





LOG FOR SUBGRAOE CBR ANO MOISTURE CONTENT OF 
SUBGRAOE ANO SURFACING OR BASE AGGREGATE MATERIALS 
AVERAGE CBR'S FOR l FT. OF SUBGRAOE* -- 3 tests 
TEST l TEST 2 TEST 3 
Blow Seale mm CBR Blow Scale mm CBR Slow Scale mm 
No. Read per % No. Read per % No. Read per 
(mm) blow (mm) blow (mm) blow 
Start >< >< Dtart >< >< Start >< 
l I I 
2 2 2 
3 3 3 
4 4 4 
5 5 5 
6 6 6 













12 l 2 12 
13 13 l 3 
14 14 14 
15 l 5 l 5 
16 l 6 l 6 
17 17 l 7 
18 18 l 8 
l 9 l 9 l 9 
20 20 20 




- ~ ~ 
~vg CBR*= --= % Avg CB R*= -- = % ~vg CBR*= -- = 
* * ( )- Total of CBR' S per ft 
Avg CBR of l ft of subgrade - No. of blows per ft ( l ast blow No.) 
AVERAGE CBR OF X-SEC --- average of three above CBR averages 
Avg CBR per ft -- test No. l 
ditto 2 
% 
ditto 3 --- (record bottom 
Avg CBR of X-sec =( ___ Total) .;- 3 = ! %1 front page) 
MOISTURE CONTENTS -- SUBGRAOE ANO SURFACE OR BASE MATERIALS 
%M . t C t t (F.) Wt. of water in materi<l_l__l(:l X 100 " ois ure on en < = Wt. of dry material(E) 
Container No. 
IA, Wet wt. + container 
ID. ury We , + container 
IL. WL ot water 
IU. Wt. ot container 
It. Ury wt. of material 
Surtace 











Ir . Water content ( %) 
C( ) B= B= 
Sub grade F= E( } X 100=~ % r_l=-2___ ~:_l=-2___ 
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percentages, gradation, and plasticity of fines, are described in HERPIC 
Bulletin No . 13, Field Identification of Soils and Aggregates for County 
Highway s. The tests procedures are also summarized in a later section of 
thi s bulletin . 
Use of the Unified Soil Classi fication System is also recommended be-
cause its classification requirements for each soil group, namely the gravel 
and sand groups, can be used as general specifications for bases and wearing 
surfaces . Therefore, using these soil group classifications as specifications, 
field data on in-place materials can be compared to this specification data 
to evaluate the quality of the in-place materials and to determine any de-
ficiencies or needs . Use of the USCS soil group classifications as specifications 
for bases and wearing surface are discussed further in a subsequent section 
on specifications. 
CBR Determinations 
CBR, Californi a Bearing Ratio, is a measure of load-carrying capacity . 
CBR test values are widely used by highway and airport authorities as a 
basis for designing the thickness requirements of flexible pavements . The 
state highway departments in all 50 states recognize the CBR as a standard 
test procedure, and some 20 state highway departments use the CBR test 
exclusively for their flexib le pavement design procedur e. A number of select 
publications on the use and application of the CBR test results are discusse d 
later . 
By the CBR test, the load-carrying capacity of various subgrade and 
base-typ e materials are compared with that of a high -quality crushed stone 
base material. Quality of material is determined by measuring and comparing 
the force required to push a piston ( nearly 2 in. in diameter) into the high -
quality crushed stone base material wit h the force required to push the 
piston into the material under tes t . If the force required to push the piston 
0.1 in. into the strong crushed stone base is 1000 psi ( a standard value) and 
if only 100 psi is required to push a similar piston into a sandy clay, the 
CBR of the sandy clay si 10 ( 100 psi is 10 per cent of 1000 psi) . CBR 
values of subgrades and bases generally range from O to 100. 
The standard ASTM or AASHTO test procedures for CBR are complex, 
time-consuming, and costly . Samples must be brought in from the field, 
recompacted to field density, and tested with specia l equipm ent under rigorous 
specifications . This bulletin , therefore , recommends the use of two simple, 
portable penetrometers (probes or push-rods) that have been corre lated with 
CBR test values and can thus be used to determine equivalent CBR values 
for in-place subgrade and base materials . See Figures 1 and 2. 
The CBR ( or its equivalent) of roadway aggrega te or subgrade materials 
may therefore be determined by either of several test methods, each testing 
at a certain level of accuracy . Tw o methods already mentioned were : ( 1) 
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Listing of Standard ASTM and Equivalent AASHTO Tests for 
Sampling and Testing Gravel Road Wearing Surface Materials 
and Subgrade Materials in Order to Obtain Soil 
Classifications and Soil CBR Values. 
Characteristic 
Investigating and Sampling Soils and Rock for 
Engineering Purposes 
Sieve Analysis 
Amoun t of Material Finer than No . 200 Sieve 
Liquid Limit 
Plastic Limit 
Bearing Ratio CBR ( 4 days soaked) 
Moisture -Density Rela tions of Soils 
APPENDIX C 
















Status of SCS Soil Survey Mapping of Indiana Counties as of June 1, 
1976. Completion of State-wide Mapping Project Planned for 1984. 
Recent county, agricultural soil maps and repo rt s ( since 1964) contain 
engineeri ng soils data on each agricultural soil series in the county as follows : 
(I) highly accurate soil locations, (2) engineering soil classifications (Uni-
fied and AAS HO), ( 3) engineer ing properties, and ( 4) interpretations of 
engineer ing properties (uses) . 
County soil survey reports issued 1958-1964 did not include engineering 
soils data; such data may be obtained from reports of nearby counties issued 
after 1964 and having the same soil series . 
County soil survey reports are free to Indiana residents at each county 
office of USDA-Soil Conservation Service. If unavailable from SCS, contact 
the Agronomy Department, Purdue Un iversity, West Lafa yette, Indian a 
47907 . 
Soil Survey Progress----6/1/76 
29 Counties with Published Soil Surveys 
Allen Delaware Hendricks Owen Spencer 
Boone Elkhart Howard Parke Sullivan 
Carroll Fayette Jennin gs Perry Tippecanoe 
Clar k Floyd Lake Pulaski Union 
Crawford Fountain Madison Scott Vigo 
Daviess Harrison Newton Shelby 
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The in-place materials, however, are often subject to wide variations in 
both quality and quantity. Therefore, to assure reasonable pavement lif e, and 
to make effective use of the in-place materials, it is necessary to determine 
the quality and quantity of the in-place base materials-along with the qualit y 
of the underl ying subgrade soils . 
Field investigation and testing of in-place base materials and subgrade 
soils should be a standard procedure for all county roads that are to be paved 
the first time . To gamble scarce county road dollars against the unknown is 
risky. 
Factors for quantity of wearing surface ( or base) materials include : 
( 1) thicknes s (2) uniformity of thickness (3) average thickness (4) width 
(S) uniformit y of width (6) average width and (7) length (project length ). 
Factors for quality of the wearing surface, or base, and subgrade mate -
rials include ( 1) percent of gravel , sand and fines (2) gradation (if pre -
dominantly coarse-grained) ( 3) plasticity of fines and ( 4) CBR ( California 
Bearing Ratio-a load-capacit y-indicator figure ). The first three items can 
be used to determine the soil classification from which considerab le inform a-
tion can be gained on the soil properties, including an approximate CBR 
value . 
Quantity of Aggregate in Wearing Surface or Base 
The quantity of material in the road-wearing sur face will ordinaril y be 
the volume of material or its depth times width times length. Quantity of 
in-p lace material by total volume , however, is not very informative . The 
depth or thickness of material is the significant factor . The load-carrying 
capacity of a road is directly related to the thickness of the aggregate over th e 
subgrade. As the aggregate thickne ss increases th e load-ca rrying capacity 
increases. 
Thus, over the length of a project, numerous thickness measurements 
should be made to determine an average thickness . This is primary informa -
tion. Equally important are the var iations in thickne ss. There may be some 
specific sections of roadway where the aggregate thickness is considerably 
less than others-and it may be necessary to add aggregate to these locations 
to provide for better uniformity in load-carrying capacity. 
Similarly, enough soundings or borings should also be made to determine 
the average width and variations in the aggregate width in the roadway . 
If a bituminous pavement is to be laid , it is desirable to have aggregate 
materials to extend at least one or two feet beyond the pavement edge to 
preve nt edge failures. Aggregate wid th measurements also supp ly shou lder 
and general drainage information . 
The spacing and total number of thickness and width measurements are 
determined by : ( 1) relative importance of the project (2) length of th e 
pro ject, and (3) uniformity of the findings. Recommended locations and 
spacing of test points along the road will be discussed later . The use of 
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and spread on the road, usually for one-lane traffic, to provide a base that 
would support the light traffic and minimize mirings in the subgrade . 
As traffic loads and volume increased so likewise was the need to perform 
surface maintenance on these unpaved roads. The thickness of the wearing 
surface was increased by adding additional gravel or crushed stone to those 
areas that rutted dur ing the spring-thaw period. Gravel spreading was 
then usually followed by drag maintenance to smooth the surface . 
In the development of our unp aved road surfaces, the addition of gravel 
and stone to fill up the ruts and to give added strength to the road surface 
has been done largely on an as-needed basis and as visual inspection indi-
cated a need . 
Even today, maintenance programs for unpaved county roads are still 
based large ly on visual inspection of what is needed to accommodate local 
traffic. This is still the most practical and economical method of surface 
maintenance of unpaved roads. 
·while this approach has proven effective as long as the road surface 
remains, it is an unwise approach for a county blacktop paving program . 
It is unwise mainly because of the variations in quality , depth, and width 
of the unpaved surfacing materials that will serve as a base for the blacktop 
pavement. It also is unwise because of the variations in the quality of the 
subgrad e materials . 
Purpose and Scope 
With the mounting needs for upgrading county roads, along with de-
clining reven ues, th ere is a continuing need to make the most efficient use 
of avai lable fund s. Therefore, this bulletin focuses on the investigation , 
sampling, and testing of in-place wearing surface materials, in-place base 
mater ials, and in-plac e subgrade materials in advance of paving. This is 
especially important the first time the road is to be blacktopped. However, 
the investigation and testing methods suggested herein are equally applicable 
to existing blacktop pavements needing reconstruction. 
The test methods focus on two quick field tests that have been developed 
through research to measur e equiva lent CBR values. CBR is a measure of 
the load-carrying capacity of base or subgrade materials . 
The methods and procedures set forth in this bulletin should go far in 
helping county road officials plan for a better, more efficient use of count y 
highway construction funds . 
II. SUMMARY OF FIELD INFORMATION REQUIRED 
In the inte rest of economy, the reconstruction of a county road to a 
higher surface-type should, where practical, make effective use of existing in-
place materials . This is generally an important consideration where an 
asphalt or concrete pavement surface is to be constructed over a previously 
unpaved gravel or crushed stone wearing surface . 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
10 Counties with Field Mapping Complete, But Not Published 
Bartholomew Hancock 
Hami lton Johnson 
Marion 
Noble 
St . Joseph Vermillion 
Vanderb urgh Warrick 
25 Counties With Soil Survey Underway with 
Estimated Completion Date 
County Completion County Completion County Completion 
Miami Dec. 1976 LaGrange Dec. 1977 Clay June 1979 
Dearborn * June 1977 LaPorte* Dec. 1977 DeKalb* June 1979 
Marshall' ~ June 1977 Monroe* Dec. 1977 Starke* June 1979 
Ohio June 1977 Steuben Dec. 1977 Decatur* Sept . 1979 
Pose y June 1977 Morgan* June 1978 Jefferson * Dec. 1979 
Porter* * Jul y 1977 Putnam** June 1978 Kosciusko Dec. 1979 
Clinton* Dec. 1977 White * June 1978 Wabash * Dec. 1979 
Dubois* * Dec. 1977 Cass* Dec. 1978 Orange* June 1980 
Knox * Dec. 1978 
* Denot es State Emp loyed Soil Scientist . 
Soil Survey Priority of Needs 
(Ranking of Counties By Total Need Factors*) 
County Factor':' County Factor * County Factor* 
Henry 26 Ripley 20 Adams 15 
Jackson 26 'vVashington 20 Benton 15 
Jasper 26 Whitle y 20 Jay 15 
Brown 24 Lawrence 19 Martin 15 
Grant 24 Wells 19 Pike 15 
Huntington 23 Gibson 18 Rush 15 
Montgomery 22 Greene 18 Blackford 14 
Wayne 22 Franklin 17 Fulton 13 
Warren 17 Switzerland 13 
Tipton 13 
Randolph 12 
* This ranking is based on populatio n, erosion, and sediment hazar d, complexity of 
soil pattern , projects and major activities influencing land use decisions, and qua lity and 
quantity of existing soil survey information as of August 1973. 
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APPENDIX D 
See map on page 45 
Status of Engineering Soils Mapping of Indiana Counties, by Joint 
Highway Research Project , Purdue University, as of October 1976. 
Maps show location of land-form, soil types classified according to the ISH C soil 
classification system (modified BPR Soil Classification). Maps are on a scale of one 
inch = one mile and are primarily for pre liminary highway location studies . 
For copies of maps, write for "Engineering Soils Map of ---- County " (see 
status map for county maps completed) . vVrite to: JHRP, School of Civil Eng-ineering , 
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907. 
APPENDIX E 
A Select List of Guide Manual Publications on Flexible Pavement 
Design Procedures using CBR Criteria; publications by: NCSA, 
AASHTO, AI, USCE . 
1. "Design Guide for Low Volume Rural Roads," National Crushed Stone 
Association, February 1973. 
Write: NCSA, 1415 Elliot Place, N.W ., Washington D.C. 20007 
2. "Thickness Design-Full-Depth Asphalt Pavement Structures for High -
ways and Streets," Asphalt Institute, Manual Series No . 1 ( M S-1), Re-
vised Eighth Edition, August 1970. 
Write : Asphalt Institute, Asphalt Institute Bldg., College Park , Mary -
land 20740 
3. "AASHO Interim Guide for Design of Pavement Structures 1972," 
American Association of State Highway Officials. 
Write: AASHO, 341 National Press Building, Washington, D .C. 20004 
4. "Revised Method of Thickness Design for Flexible Highway Pa vements 
at Military Installations," Technical Report No . 3-582, August 1961, U .S. 
Army Engineer \tVaterways Experiment Station, Corps of Engineers , 
Vicksburg, Mississippi 39180 
Write : same address as above 
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FIELD INVESTIGATION A D TESTING OF 
COUNTY ROAD BASES AND SUBGRADES 
I. INTRODUCTION 
County road officials generally recognize that the maintenance of blacktop 
roads is a major item of expense in their annual highway maintenance budge t. 
This high maintenance cost for blacktop roads comes about for several differ -
ent reasons. The main problem is the steadily rising costs-cost of materia ls, 
labor and equipment in recent years . 
Another reason for high maintenance costs is the increase in volume of 
both normal traffic and truck traffic on county roads . 
Still another reason for exorbitant maintenance costs is that many black-
top roads were not built by plan and design, but, simply, gravel roads were 
"blacktopped" to satisfy popular demand . Usually little attention was given 
to the quality of subgracle soils or the depth and quality of base to sustain 
traffic. 
As a result, blacktop improvement often had a short life. Maintenance , 
and sometimes extensive maintenance, was required much too soon. 
All of this suggests a maxim for county highway departments : 
Pavement maintenance is an expensive operation 
• :Maintenance clone right requires a concentration of manpower, equipment , 
and materials 
• Maintenance clone wrong wastes all three 
Pavement design reduces maintenance costs. 
While the above message may not receive universal adoption by county 
road officials as a policy and procedure tenet, it does capsulize something of 
the underlying purpose and objective of this bulletin. 
Evolution of Unpaved County Roads 
The sampling and testing of unpaved county roads should not be viewed 
as a lofty exercise that increases construction costs. In fact it saves. It reduces 
the costs of maintenance at a later elate. Perhaps if we would review the 
stage development of our county road system, we could better appreciate 
the need to examine the various parts or elements that make up a pavement 
structure, before scarce highway dollars are committed to the road im-
provement. 
Some 50-60 years back, the complaint from the rural areas was to get 
the roads out of the mud . Gradually, little by little, and by painfully stretch-
ing the scarce road dollars of the era, the mud problem began to diminish . 
Gravel from local deposits and crushed stone from local quarries was hauled 
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HIGHWAY EXTENSION AND RESEARCH PROJECT 
FOR INDIANA COUNTIES 
The Highway Extension and Research Project for Indiana Counties (HERPIC) 
was organized at Purdue in 1959 to implement legislation by the Indiana General 
Assembly authorizing programs of extension and research for county highway -depart-
ments throughout the state. 
The financial support for these programs of extension and research is derived 
from one-eighth of one percent of the funds made available to the 92 counties from 
gas taxes and license fees collected by the state of Indiana . The legislation by the 
General Assembly also designated Purdue University through its Engineering Experi-
ment Station and School of Civil Engineering to develop and coordinate these programs. 
The HERPIC program of extension and research provides for the preparation of 
manuals and bulletins setting forth recommended procedures and for regional workshop 
conferences with county road officials throughout the state to review typical road 
problems for their area. All of these activities are designed to assist and guide county 
highway officials in their problems of management, planning, design, and operation of 
county highway departments. 
The HERPIC project operates as a cooperative effort between the county com-
missioners of Indiana and Purdue University . The program of extension and research 
is guided and approved by a 12-man advisory board, consisting of six county commis-
sioners from over the state and six members from the staff of the Purdue's School 
of Civil Engineering. The current membership of the HERPIC advisory Board is 
listed below. 
HERPIC Advisory Board 
(July 1975 June 1977) 
W . H. Gibbs, Hendricks County Commissioner, Chairman 
M. R. Bunyard, Fayette County Commissioner 
J. L. Brown, Wells County Commissioner 
W. H. Goetz, Purdue University 
C. Knarr, Decatur County Commissioner 
W . D. Kovacs, Purdue University 
H. L. Michael, Purdue University 
C. F. Scholer, Purdue University 
C. D. Sutton, Purdue University 
C. E. Troike, Starke County Commissioner 
J. H. Gerhardt, Warrick County Commissioner 
E . J . Yoder, Purdue University 
Jean Hittle 
Purdue University 
Secretary to the Board 
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THE SCHOOLS OF ENGINEERING AT 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
Graduate degrees are offered in the fields of aeronautics and astronautics, 
and agricultural, chemical, civil, electrical, industrial, mate rials, mechanical , 
and nuclear engineering. 
The research activities in these fields are conducted as a part of the 
program of graduate instruction with students participating under the direc-
tion of their professors. As the engineering profession faces increa sing 
responsibilities for dealing with problems whose solutions lie at the frontiers 
of knowledge , the programs of graduate research and education in the engi-
neering schools are increasingly concerned with the fundamentals of the 
physical sciences and mathematics. 
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